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Knock Knock.

Who’s There?
Your New Design Solution—
The Sentry™ Multi-Point Hinged Patio Door System.
You need the finest hardware to complete your door offering. Something
customizable but simple. Strong but stylish. And above all, it needs to be designed
for the North American market. Introducing, Truth’s new Sentry™ Multi-Point
Hinged Patio Door System: an innovative solution packed with features that
exceeds your expectations – and those of your customer.
Innovative And Secure Multi-Point Locking System
Completely modular for custom design, this 300 series SST multi-point locking
system easily fits in standard eurogrooves and offers superior strength and security
with full 1" throw of dead bolts and shoot bolts.

Eye-catching Handle Designs
Distinctive styling meets intuitive function. Truth offers multiple handle designs
from traditional to contemporary, each with a North American designed 90 degree
thumbturn located above the handle.
The Sentry™ Multi-Point Hinged Patio Door System – yet another engineered
solution from the company you can trust – Truth Hardware.

Robust And Reliable Adjustable Hinges
Exceeding ANSI grade 3 requirements for panels weighing up to 220 lbs and
350,000 cycles, these hinges are available in matching finishes and allow for easy
and simple adjustability of the door.

For more information contact your Truth Representative or visit www.truth.com

700 West Bridge Street • Owatonna, MN 55060
1-800-866-7884 • www.truth.com
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We are all about doors.

“At Tru Tech Doors we take
care of your door needs. It’s
great to know that my job
enables our customers to have
everything they need from
one contact, one delivery, one
company.”
Sonny C.,
Production Manager

“It would be easy to say we
have the finest products, but
it’s more than just great products
that fuel this company. It is the
inspired team of individuals that
put their heart into the products
we manufacture everyday.
We are not only building great
products, we are about building
a foundation of great individuals
for the years to come.”
John Careri,
President and CEO

TM

New BELMONT Fiberglass Doors
For more information please contact us at:
Toll Free Tel: 1.888.760.0099 or visit us at www.trutechdoors.com
Follow us:

www.facebook.com/TruTechDoors

@TruTechDoors

For privacy reasons, person(s) shown may not be a true representation of person(s) quoted.
® Tru Tech is a registered trademark of Tru Tech Corporation.
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“We don’t just sell beautiful
doors. We stand behind every
one of those doors with
a full commitment to our
customers, before, during
and after their purchase.”

“We are as committed to
developing our team as we are
to developing our products. Our
Human Resource practices allow
us to be an employer of choice in
the industry.”

Vicky G.,
Customer Support Manager

Jerry F.,
Human Resources Manager
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opportunities. But is the market ready?
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Gara Estep, an employee with
Signature Door in Altoona, Pa.,
works in the company's plant in
the manufacturing of its decorative glass products. To learn about
an upcoming code change that
can mean greater opportunity for
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related products, turn to page 40.
Photo: Tina Czar.
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All great homes start with a grain of sand.
That’s how great homes with great windows begin. From the melting of sand to create float glass to the final
assembly of IG units, Cardinal is a fully integrated glass company. That gives us total control from start to finish,
so you can count on Cardinal quality. Choose from our highly energy-efficient Loå2® and Loå3® IG units, units with
the lowest failure rate in the industry. Incorporate SeaStorm® hurricane-resistant glass for windows used in high
wind-speed areas. Protect your windows in transit and on the job site with Preserve® film. Finally, help homeowners’ windows stay clean longer with Neat® naturally clean glass. For more information, visit cardinalcorp.com.

ENGINEERING THE FUTURE OF GLASS
Glass Industries
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TARA

TAFFERA

Dear Door and Window Sales Representatives,
Although I write articles designed for you regularly, I recently realized that
selling to homeowners and competing with all the other dealers out there
isn’t easy. It seems when you enter a house and encounter the homeowner
you instantly have to assess a variety of factors: What type of financing
options do I offer? What type of sales pitch do I utilize? How long should it
go: 30 minutes or an hour?
How do you know what will be most effective with a particular homeowner on any given day? Will the homeowner be like my neighbor in our
middle class neighborhood who was extremely turned off by an hour-long
sales pitch by a window representative? How are you supposed to walk in a
house and instantly assess what they want? How are you supposed to know
that this homeowner was already annoyed that she may have to potentially
buy new windows for a five-year-old house (for more on this story, see page
54)? It seems like an impossible job if you ask me.
Then there are the financing options. Will the homeowner pay cash or will
he/she opt for payment over 48 months? How do you know the best option
to offer without wasting their time? I listened to a webinar on this topic
recently and some valuable advice was imparted to dealers.
In this webinar, the presenter compared a company’s potential customer
list to a lead bucket. He suggested that a lead is always a valuable lead and
should never be discarded. Your company should troll the bucket constantly. But how do you do this without annoying the potential buyer? Again, it’s
not easy.
I spoke to one window company representative who sells for one of the
top three window manufacturers recently, and asked him about navigating
these waters. He told me the company’s sales presentations are “geared
toward overcoming objections.” For example, he’s prepared to hear the
statements “I have other people coming” And “I want to think about it.” “We
are well prepared to deal with that,” he said. “It is up to us to coach and train
our sales reps to size up the homeowner.”
Again, it requires you to be quick on your feet and be an expert in human
relations. It also makes me really appreciate the owners of door and window
companies and how they must hire just the right people. One bad sales rep
and there goes your reputation.
With all this in mind, we here at DWM/SHELTER magazine have contacted
representatives of some window companies who will start blogging on
dwmmag.com about topics such as financing, the lead bucket and more. If
you would like to share your knowledge, I would love to add you to my writers’ bucket. I appreciate you reading our publication and want to let you
know we appreciate you.
P.S. If you don’t receive our email newsletters please go to dwmmag.com to
sign up. You don’t want to miss the blogs and the articles that will hopefully
help you become even more of an expert seller. Additionally, make plans now
to attend Fenestration Day on April 12 which will include a day of education
for dealers. See page 23 for more information.
❙
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TREND TRACKER

When the Going Gets Tough …
Window Manufacturers Should Gain Insights from Other Markets
BY
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COLLINS

recently attended a conference than one facility should view their project little or no growth the next
on manufacturing in the role in an identical manner. Within couple of years. However, his typical
Midwest, and, as is usually the plants, area managers should engage client is actually seeking to double
case with meetings like this, there in friendly competition to make their revenues over the next five years.
Our experience in the door and
were a number of good ideas rele- area the best and most profitable in
vant to the door and window indus- the company. In this way, the earn- window industry has been that many
companies in this
try. The first key bit of
segment are planning
learning
stemmed
She views her competition as not only
to achieve the same
from the recent percompanies external to hers but also of the other
level of growth. How
formance of the four
will they do it? Lean
very different compaplants in her own company’s system.
companies are seeknies represented on
ing to get leaner. Most
the panel. They included a big three auto company, a mid- ings of the company will increase and companies have made the “low
market cement and aggregates com- everyone will benefit. In large compa- hanging fruit” changes but few have
pany, a small food business and a nies with numerous facilities, holding taken lean to the extreme. Many
such a standard of performance companies are unable to locate
small metal die cast company.
All of these organizations faced could mean the difference between enough skilled labor to allow for
familiar challenges over the past few being the plant that is slated for shut- expansion. Some of these companies
years: chronically lower revenues, the down or being the plant that picks up are proactively working with local
high schools and community colneed to lay off workers and a general the closed plant’s production.
leges to ensure the development of a
struggle to remain viable and attempt
suitable local labor base.
to profit. It is easy, when one is Coping with Tax Burdens
Companies seeking growth often
intensely focused on the fenestration
One of the moderators at the conindustry, to feel that we are in a ference was a consultant to a wide look to exports as a way to increase
uniquely difficult position. The truth variety of manufacturing business’. sales without having to engage in
is that the effects of the housing and He made a series of very interesting margin-lowering competition with
points. In a survey of a broad range of entrenched rivals. Numerous door
mortgage crisis have spared no one.
economists, it was determined that and window manufacturers target
the highest prediction for the growth the Caribbean as an export market
Home-grown Competition
One interesting concept came rate of the U.S. economy in 2012 was and some look as far as South
from the plant manager of the big 2.5 percent. The lowest predicted rate America. At least one U.S. company,
three auto maker’s Chicago opera- of unemployment for next year was Crystal Windows & Doors, exports
tion. She made an interesting point 8.5 percent. Finally, he pointed out windows to China.
While we continue to bounce
regarding competition. She views her that the current cost disadvantage of
competition as not only companies U.S. manufacturers versus their over- along the bottom in a tough market,
external to hers but also of the other seas counterparts was 20 percent – these and other strategies are availplants in her own company’s system. before you account for their labor able to door and window manufacIf other plants can be more flexible in advantage. Manufacturers based in turers who aren’t content to just “wait
accommodating the conversion to this country face a disadvantage of it out” and who wish to be more
new products, can offer higher quali- that magnitude simply from higher proactive about their success.
❙
ty and can maintain lower expenses, regulatory requirements and taxes.
Dialing in all of these rather Michael Collins is an investment banker
they will receive the benefit of more
and more goods to produce for the gloomy statistics, one would imag- with Jordan Knauff and Co. He specializes in
parent company. The managers of ine that the typical company with mergers and acquisitions in the door and
plants in any company with more which this consultant works would window industry.
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Vinyl Window & Door Trim

Winner
2011 Door & Window Magazine
Crystal Achievement Award
Most Innovative Window Component

Double Snap Vinyl Trim
Features & Benefits:
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ʱ ʎ
 

Take a brake from Aluminum...
Use Double Snap Vinyl Trim on your next project.
This innovative product replaces field fabricated aluminum trim coil to dramatically
improve the appearance of window and door openings. Our Double Snap Vinyl Trim
Systems for window and door casings is excellent for new construction, remodels, or
repair. Contractors find these products easy to install, homeowners find the product
attractive and long-lasting. For more information go to http://doublesnaptrim.com.

Window Profiles

Patio Doors

71 Royal Group Crescent, Woodbridge, ON L4H 1X9
T 1.866.852.2791 royalbuildingproducts.com E rwdp@royalbuildingproducts.com

Trim Systems

    
Color Solutions
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GUEST COLUMN

On the Threshold
Entering a New Era in Exterior Doors
BY

oors and windows always
seem to be categorized
together. They share trade
magazines, trade shows and even
showroom floors at times. From
an outside view the industries
seem to go hand-in-hand, but
they actually diverged years ago
when
the
North
American
Fenestration Standard (NAFS)
was enforced for windows, but
not doors.
Over the years, regulations
have driven innovations in the
window industry as companies
have been forced to design and
build better, longer-lasting products. On the other hand, the exterior door industry has gone off in
a completely different direction.
After all, why build high-performance products when no one is
forcing us?
Currently, exterior door technologies that block air and water
infiltration and promote energy
efficiency are considered nice to
have, but the lack of regulations
has created an industry that is
driven more by reducing costs
than increasing performance. In
today’s current market, the prevailing attitude is that door components are interchangeable,
therefore, design decisions often
are made by a purchasing agent
rather than a design engineer.
All of this might sound a bit
harsh because there are producers building high-quality exterior
door products out there; there has
just been little incentive for the
entire industry to make the shift.
In many ways, the industry has
been driven backward instead of
forward. That is about to change.
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MEEKS

AND

JOHN

WESTFALL

No Longer Exempt
In 2012, pre-hung door manufacturers selling into the Canadian
market will encounter a gamechanger that will likely impact the
entire industry one day.
Canadian building codes will
require that any fabricator selling
into the Canadian market adhere
to marking specifications and
have all exterior door products
third-party tested to meet minimum performance levels outlined
in NAFS-08. These test areas will
include: positive and negative
design pressure, water penetration resistance, Canadian air infiltration/exfiltration and forcedentry resistance.
To comply, a shift in the way
pre-hung exterior doors are
designed will be necessary. No
longer will the industry be componentized with products pieced
together based on price. Rather,
fabricators will need to look at
the entire door system, including
all materials and components,
and the way they work together to
meet performance requirements.

Moving Forward
In the window industry, certification requirements permanently
changed the market landscape.
Those lumberyards and momand-pop shops that built windows
as a side business had a tough
decision to make—go through the
time and expense of upgrading
designs and certifying, or outsource window fabrication. Most
opted to leave window making to
the window-making experts.
Immediately in the Canadian
market, these small, “one-step-

>I

Thresholds will be the key to meeting the
new NAFS requirements for doors.
per” shops will be faced with the
same decision when it comes to
exterior doors. Will the door market go the same way as windows
with smaller shops outsourcing
to larger regional and national
door specialists?
That remains to be seen, but
there is one thing for sure. Now
that the ball has started rolling in
Canada, the entire exterior door
industry in North America will be
affected eventually. The industry
will become more “windowized,”
forcin g fabricators to improve
their designs and create better
performing, longer-lasting products. So why not start now?
❙
Jim Meeks (pictured above) and John
Westfall serve as engineering manager
and business development manager, door
and window components, respectively,
for Quanex Building Products.
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CHANGING THE WAY YOU SEE THE WORLD

S.60 (Thermally-Broken) Bi-Folding Door

Every window and door that leaves our facility is
custom made to order. Meeting our customers
precise needs is what allows us to constantly innovate and modify our product line, thus preserving
our reputation as the industry leader. Visit us
online to see all the products we currently offer.
702.643.5700

panda@panda-windows.com

www.panda-windows.com
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AAMA ANALYSIS

New Standards on the Shelf
Wood and Composite Stains Debut
BY
s we approach the rough
weather season, the exterior
durability of the finishes on
homes and light commercial buildings is a concern to those in the door
and window industry.
Certainly these and allied concerns
have long occupied the thoughts of
the
American
Architectural
Manufacturers Association (AAMA)
coatings and finishes committees
and task groups. The result has been a
growing library of performance standards for organic coatings on various substrates, all designed to deliver increasing durability under outdoor exposure.
On the shelves are the series governing organic coatings for aluminum (AAMA 2603/2604/2605),
organic coatings for thermoplastic
profiles such as PVC and cellular PVC
(AAMA 613/614/615) and organic
coatings for thermoset profiles such
as fiberglass (AAMA 623/624/625).
Now joining them on that shelf is
the first of a developing series governing exterior stains (as opposed
to opaque paints) for wood and
composite products. The first
among these, AAMA 633, has just
been released. Officially titled
Voluntary Specification, Performance
Requirements and Test Procedures for
Exterior Stain Finishes on Wood,
Cellulosic Composites and Fiber
Reinforced Thermoset Window and
Door Components, AAMA 633 spells
out test procedures and performance requirements in terms of film
integrity, exterior durability and
general appearance over a period of
several years.
To conform to AAMA 633, a minimum of 30 stained 2- by 6-inch samples—representative of the wood,
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cellulosic composite or fiber reinforced thermoset substrate for which
they are destined—are tested for
nine essential properties:

AAMA 633 spells out test
procedures and performance
requirements in terms of
film integrity, exterior
durability and general
appearance over a period
of several years.
Color uniformity: This is based on
visual inspection under a uniform
light source, according to applicator
or end-user visual standards.
Specular gloss: This is intended to
meet end user’s specified range of values when measured per ASTM D523.
Film adhesion: There can be no
film removal, per the ASTM D3359
tape pull-off test, for both dry adhesion and wet adhesion (after 24
hours immersion in warm water).
Additionally, there can be no blistering, haze or change of color beyond
seven E Hunter units.
Direct impact: No removal of film
per the tape pull-off test after
impacts driven by increasing loads
(up to 60 inch-pounds or until brittle
failure of the substrate, whichever
occurs first).
Chemical resistance: Samples
cannot exhibit blistering or hazing
or a numerical color difference
greater than seven E Hunter units
after 15-minutes exposure to a 10
percent solution of muriatic acid;
after 24-hours of exposure to mortar at 95 percent or higher humidity and 100°F, or after 24 hours

>I

immersion in a 1 percent solution
of detergent.
Humidity resistance: No blistering or hazing or a numerical color
difference any greater than seven E
Hunter units after 1,000 hours
exposure at 100°F and 95 percent
relative humidity.
Cold crack cycle: There can be no
cracking, loss of adhesion or blistering; and no cloudiness or haze, or a
numerical color difference any
greater than seven E after 15 test
cycles, each consisting of 24 hours
exposure at 100°F and at least 95 percent humidity followed immediately
by 20 hours exposure –10°F and then
four hours at room temperature.
Oven-aging: There can be no loss
of adhesion per the tape pull-off test
after seven days exposure to 140°F
followed by 96 hours exposure to 95
percent humidity.
Weather exposure: There can be
no checking or crazing, no loss of
adhesion after the tape pull-off test,
no color difference greater than seven
E units and no conspicuous chalking
after a minimum of one year of outdoor weathering exposure at any of
the three test sites: Florida (tropical),
Arizona (desert) and a northern temperate site experiencing freeze/thaw
conditions. New colors can skip the
weathering test if they are based
(within certain limits) on a previously-tested formulation.
These are not trivial tests, and it
has taken some time to regulate the
basic ASTM methods to yield optimally-meaningful results for the coatings and substrates involved.
❙
Ken Brenden serves as technical services
manager for the American Architectural
Manufacturers Association in Schaumburg, Ill.
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WE KNOW DOORGLASS

ON TREND
We understand what homeowners want. We know what builders need. We keep a close
eye on building and design trends and respond quickly—getting great new ideas and
designs to the market with agility and speed.

ON TIME
Our five distribution centers are stocked with designs hand-selected for your region of the
country. We have the product you need when you need it—right in your backyard.

ON TASK
ODL has been researching, designing, refining, and building doorglass for more than
65 years. Our products are quality tested, warrantied, and built to last. With top-notch
customer service and a complete product offering, we’re ready to serve you.

For more information, visit us at www.odl.com/dwm
Or, contact ODL Customer Service at 1.800.253.3900
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AMD HEADLINES

Leaders Versus Managers
Discovering the Differences and Utilizing Strengths
BY
hose who know me are aware
of my interest in how people
interact in the workplace—
how the diversity of generations,
personal values and individual
capabilities can come together to
create effective teams. That interest drove me to study the traits of
managers and leaders. We know
how important it is to get the right
employee in the right job, because
personalities are different and
strengths and weaknesses vary
across individuals. But when we
get to the management level of
our organizations this is even
more critical. A big part of the battle is being able to identify and
understand the distinctly different
traits of leaders and managers—
once that is recognized, we’re
more able to utilize their individual strengths.
It is also useful for us to evaluate ourselves in this regard. Are
you a manager or a leader?
Although you may hear these two
terms used interchangeably, they
are in fact very different, with each
having distinct personality traits.
By learning whether we are more
of a leader or more of a manager,
we can gain self confidence and
valuable insight into our own abilities while at the same time gaining the respect of our employees.
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Different Approaches
to Assessing Risk
Managers and leaders have personality styles that are very distinct. Managers emphasize rationality and control, and are good
problem-solvers. They ask questions about the problem to be
solved and look for the best ways to
www.dwmmag.com
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A good manager does
things right; a good leader
does the right thing.

achieve the desired results. They
are persistent, tough-minded,
hard-working, intelligent, analytical, tolerant and have goodwill
toward others. Managers are also
risk-averse. Leaders are perceived
as brilliant, but sometimes lonely,
and usually achieve control of
themselves before they try to control others. They are imaginative
and can visualize a purpose and
value in work, passionate, but nonconforming risk-takers. Effective
leaders continually ask questions
to all levels of the company,
searching for information to test
their own perceptions and to
recheck the facts. They talk to
employees and respect each one
for t he answers they are given,
right or wrong.
The attitudes of managers and
leaders toward goals are different. Managers are comfortable
with an impersonal, almost passive attitude toward goals. They
decide upon goals based on
necessity instead of desire. They
focus on current information, so
they tend to be reactive. Leaders
tend to be proactive because they
base goals on their vision. They
evaluate challenges to their goals
and may play along with trends
and contradictions in order to
achieve them while appealing to
others based on their integrity.
Leaders shape ideas instead of
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responding to them and provide a
vision that alters the way people
think about what is desirable,
possible and necessary.

Different Problem-Solving
and People Approaches
Managers and leaders tend to
have a different work focus.
Managers’ style is more transactional. They have a position of
authority vested in them by the
company so their subordinates
work for them and most of the
time do as they are told. They view
work as a process and follow
established strategies. They are
paid to get things done, so they
tend to limit choices. Managers
have a strong survival instinct that
makes them risk-averse. Leaders
develop new approaches to problems and try to open issues to new
options. They use their vision to
excite people, and develop choices
to focus people on shared ideals
and raised expectations. Leaders
like to work from a high-risk position and dislike mundane work.
Because of their differing views,
tendencies and methods, managers and leaders have a different
people focus toward their employees. Managers prefer working with
others—working alone makes
them anxious. They maintain a low
level of emotional involvement in
their relationships and attempt to
reconcile differences by seeking
compromises in order to establish
a balance of power. They relate to
people according to the role they
play in events or in a decisionmaking process, focusing on how
continued on page 14
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Glass Fabrication

Vinyl Fabrication

Software Solutions

Service & Technical Support

GED provides the most
innovative solutions and latest
technologies that increase
productivity, reduce IG unit
costs and improve IG quality.

A world-class equipment
manufacturer and complete
systems integrator offering
the latest advancements
available to ensure maximum
productivity and accuracy.

No one offers a more
comprehensive software
solution to tie every aspect
of your manufacturing
process together. GED is
your one-stop source for
all your software needs.

Our responsibility doesn’t
end after installation. That’s
why GED’s customer service
and training is unparalleled
in the window and door
fenestration industry.

9280 Dutton Drive Twinsburg, OH 44087-1967 USA, Phone: 330-963-5401, Fax: 330-963-0584
www.gedusa.com
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CONTINUED

things get done while maintaining a controlled and
rational structure. They may be viewed by others as
detached and manipulative. Leaders have a perceptiveness that they use in their relationships with others, relate to people in various ways focusing on what
events and decisions mean to the participants. They
have a strong identity that tends to create systems
where human relations are turbulent or intense, and
at times even disorganized.

Leaders often have not had an
easy time of it, impacting their
view of the future and making
them more willing to take risks.
Managers and leaders have a different self-identity
that can be strongly influenced by their past.
Managers’ lives have usually been more or less peaceful since birth, coming from stable home backgrounds and relatively normal and comfortable lives.
This is a factor that tends to make them risk-averse
and avoid conflict. Leaders often have not had an easy
time of it, impacting their view of the future and making them more willing to take risks. It is important to
understand that for leaders to lead, they have to give
up authoritarian control, because to lead is to have
followers, and following is always a voluntary activity.
As you can see, managers and leaders are very different. Both a manager and a leader may know the
business well, but the leader must know it b etter and
in a different way. Leaders must grasp the essential
facts and the underlying forces that determined the
past and present trends in the business so a strategy
can be developed for the future. Managers are good at
maintaining the status quo and adding stability and
order to a business culture, but they may not be as
good at instigating change or envisioning the future. A
good leader has an honest , open attitude toward facts
and objective truth, but a questionable leader
obscures facts for self-interest or prejudice—a good
manager does things right; a good leader does the
right thing.
There is a big difference in the traits of leaders and
managers, but it is important to remember the value
of the strengths and weaknesses in both types of individuals. A successful company needs a balance of
both l eaders and managers working together.
❙
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Audrey Dyer is AMD’s immediate past president and is
president of ECMD Inc.
www.dwmmag.com
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Introducing Low-E 4th Surface Technology with
improved clarity of Pilkington Energy AdvantageTM Low-E Glass
Pilkington¶ s Low-E 4th Surface Technology delivers an evolution in glass technology. Low-E coatings
!!"#$%&'(&')$&*+& ,%&*-&./01 2$.&(1& ,&345&.#6,#72 ,'"8&0$%/2$&')$&2$,'$09(196" ..&59: 2'(0;&&<%%#,6&
Pilkington Energy AdvantageTM to the #4 surface of a Low-E IGU can achieve R-5 performance. Enhance
thermal performance without investing in the additional time and raw materials to produce triple-pane windows.
Pilkington has dramatically increased the clarity of Pilkington Energy AdvantageTM with developments in
pyrolytic coating technologies. It is one of the clearest of the Low-E technologies, providing superior thermal
2(,'0("=&$,) ,2$%&#,./" '#(,& ,%&)#6)&>$,$72# "&! ..#?$&.(" 0&)$ '&6 #,;&&@#"A#,6'(,&Energy AdvantageTM
retains its position as a top performer in the Canadian Energy Rating (ER).
Visit us at www.pilkington.com/na or call 800-221-0444 to learn more.
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EYE ON ENERGY

Greenwashing
Dispelling the Myths
BY
ast week, I was asked to be a
panelist on “Legal Compliance
for Green Building” at the
International Builders Show (IBS) in
February. It was presented last year
and I’m glad it will be again, since
it’s a sorely neglected topic.
Everyone is so worried about greenwashing that they’re missing the
stuff that could really hurt them in
the long run. Here are some myths
and facts that I think are imperative.
Myth: To avoid liability, avoid
greenwashing.
Fact: Not necessarily. It’s easy to
allege greenwashing, but it’s not so
easy to definitively prove because it’s
a matter of perception. There are
shades of green and what is green for
one entity may be a horrible travesty
for another. Forest Ethics may think
(allege and print) that Sierra Pacific
greenwashes, but several successfully defended lawsuits say otherwise.
So if you define liability as potential
sales loss or reputation damage via
word of mouth, address greenwashing. If you define it as regulatory
action, then keep reading.
Myth: There is no law prohibiting greenwashing.
Fact: True, but there is a law
against making misleading advertising claims, including environmental ones. It’s Section V of the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 41-58. If you
haven’t heard about it, you should
download
“Complying
with
Environmental Marketing Guides”
at http://business.ftc.gov/documents/bus42-complying-environmental-marketing-guides.
Myth: The guides to the use of
environmental marketing are
voluntary.
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The problem is people stop
reading when they see the
word “voluntary” because to
most of us, voluntary means
optional. In other words, it’s
a good idea but you don’t
actually have to do it.
Fact: Kinda sorta, but maybe not
so much. Section 260.1 states the
Green Guides, as they are commonly called, “provide the basis for voluntary compliance …” The problem
is people stop reading when they see
the word “voluntary.” To most of us,
voluntary means optional. In other
words, it’s a good idea but you don’t
actually have to do it.
Remember, though, context is all
important when it comes to what a
word actually means. The word “voluntary” is used because the guides
are administrative interpretations
meant to clear up ambiguities. These
interpretations technically are not
law so they are technically voluntary.
But they could still be cited in order
against you as evidence that you did
not follow the intent or spirit of the
law. In fact, they already have been
in a number of cases, according to
Laura Koss, attorney with the FTC.
So continue reading Section 260.1:
“Conduct inconsistent with the
positions articulated in these guides
may result in corrective action…”
It’s fair enough warning.
Myth: If the example in the
Green Guides is not directly applicable, don’t worry about it.
Fact: If you find an example that
has some similarities, pay attention
and recognize that it’s a transferable
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concept. Once again, the guides
are all about intent. Even better,
scour the draft that was released
for public comment last fall
(www.ftc.gov/os/fedreg/2010/october/101006greenguidesfrn.pdf ). It
will give you a good idea of how the
Commission currently thinks. It’s
possible that it may adapt its position
based on the more than 5,000 comments that were submitted, but until
the final version is submitted, it’s still
a good reference.
Myth: If it’s not in the guides,
don’t worry about it.
Fact: The guides are far from all
inclusive. A recent case involving
Tested Green is a perfect example of
how the FTC can enforce a violation
that is not in the current guide. In
this case, the FTC concluded that
Nonprofit Management LLC violated the Act not only because they provided misleading certifications but
also because they provided “the
means and instrumentalities for the
commission of deceptive acts and
practices,” to their client by providing logos and marketing materials.
The current Guides have no examples about certification nor any citation against sharing with others.
Myth: The FTC Act is only a federal law.
Fact: At least five states cite the
FTC act in their own statutes,
according to David Crump, director
of Legal Research at the National
Association of Home Builders.
❙
Arlene Z. Stewart, an energy and green
building consultant, will be a panelist on
“Legal Compliance for Green Building” at
IBS in February 2012 from 1:30–3:00 p.m.
She tweets energy/green headlines at
@ArleneOnEnergy.
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What’sNews
COMPANY NEWS

Economy Continues to Impact
Manufacturers, as Several Close Plants
n the past few months a number
of door and window manufacturers have felt the negative
effects of the poor housing market
and several have announced plant
closings throughout the country.
Pella Corp. will close its West
Columbia, S.C., vinyl window manufacturing site, which employs 147
people by the end this year. The
company has operated the facility
since 2004. Production will move to
other Pella plants.
“We consider plant closures and
workforce reductions as a last
resort, but new home construction
has dropped more than 70 percent
since 2006 and construction activity is predicted to remain soft,” says
Pella spokesperson Kathy KrafkaHarkema. “Therefore, unfortunately, we must reduce excess manufacturing capacity.”
The company also is offering
incentives for team members to

I

retire or leave voluntarily the workforce at some of its facilities. The
move is a result of the continued
recession in the U.S. housing economy that is projected to continue.
“That’s why we’re now offering
incentives for those who wish to voluntarily leave, to align our workforce
size with business needs that continue to be impacted by low consumer
confidence and the struggling U.S.
economy,” adds Krafka-Harkema.
Pella is not alone. JELD-WEN
also announced it is closing its
Cheyenne, Wyo., window plant,
which employees 112 people. The
company is encouraging employees to seek job transfers/relocation
within JELD-WEN, which has also
engaged the services of NextJob, a
national reemployment company
that will offer employees personalized job coaching.
Milgard is also closing a number
of its facilities.

Quaker Says
Expansion is a Necessity
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While few companies are expanding right
now, Quaker Windows in Freeburg, Mo., plans to
spend an estimated $11 million, over a five-year
period to do just that.
Phase one of the plan includes replacing
Quaker’s current paint area with a paint facility housed in a new 105,000-square-foot
building. This expansion will also free up Missouri Governor Jay Nixon
45,000 square feet of manufacturing space visited Quaker Windows to
currently used for the existing paint line. The congratulate the company on
company plans to utilize this space in its planned expansion.
expanding its impact-rated products.
Phase two, which is scheduled for 2013 and 2014, is a 200,000-square-foot building expansion that will allow Quaker to expand all door and window product offerings in vinyl, wood and aluminum. Upon completion of both phases, the company
expects to create 95 new jobs.
The announcement prompted Missouri Governor Jay Nixon to visit the Quaker
manufacturing facilities and congratulate the company on the new endeavor.
www.dwmmag.com
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According
to
company
spokesperson Kathleen Vokes, “In
response to the challenging economy and state of the new residential
construction and remodeling industries, Milgard Windows and Doors
will close the Chicago; Hollister,
Calif.; and Phoenix facilities. Milgard
will continue to provide products
and services to all markets served by
the Hollister and Phoenix locations. Although Milgard is discontinuing manufacturing operations in
Chicago, it will maintain service personnel to support warranty obligations. The Denver location will continue to provide products for
Midwestern markets that have been
served from the Denver location.”
Vokes added that in August the
tempering facility in Tacoma,
Wash., was closed; the Dixon, Calif.,
facility remains open.
Likewise, Simonton Windows
will close its plant in McAlester,
Okla., by the end of the year.
Company officials say production
lines for its impact-resistant vinyl
coastal products will be relocated
at its West Virginia operating sites.
Approximately 246 employees at
the facility will be offered severance
packages and support with job
placement. Additional manufacturing operations will be relocated
to Simonton’s facility in Paris, Ill.

DAC Products Launches
New Company, Smith Case
Display and sales presentation
producer, DAC Products in Rural
Hall, N.C., launched a new company on September 1, 2011. Called
Smith Case, the new company will
focus solely on the design, development and manufacture of sales
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presentation portable carrying
cases for door, window, hardware
and other OEM industries.
“DAC and Smith Case will continue to work closely together. The
mission for both companies is to
become more focused,” says
Durward Smith, president of DAC.
“The strategic move to form
two focused, creative, design,
engineering and manufacturing
teams will allow us to expand our
services, commit and energies to
be a better display company and a
better custom case company,”
adds Tony Smith, president of
Smith Case.

OSHA Slaps Bostik with
50 Safety Violations;
Company Plans Consolidation
The U.S. Department of Labor’s
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) has cited
Bostik Inc. for 50 alleged violations of workplace safety standards following a March 13 explosion at the company’s Middleton,
Mass., plant in which four workers
were injured. The adhesives manufacturer faces a total of $917,000
in proposed fines.
OSHA’s inspection identified
several deficiencies in the company’s process safety management
program. Officials say they found
that the process safety information
for the solvation process was
incomplete. OSHA alleges that
Bostik’s “analysis of hazards related
to the process did not address previous incidents with a potential for
catastrophic results, such as forklifts that struck process equipment,
and did not address human factors
such as operator error, communi-
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Quanex to Close Kentucky Plant; Restructure IG Operations
Quanex Building Products Corp. in Houston will close its Barbourville, Ky.,
location and let go approximately 200 employees, said George L. Wilson, general manager of Quanex Insulating Glass Systems.
The Barbourville plant and the Cambridge, Ohio, plant produce warm-edge
spacer products, and the equipment used to manufacture the company’s single-seal spacer system in the Barbourville plant will be relocated to the
Cambridge facility.
In terms of salaried employees, there will be a few jobs created in
Cambridge, “and we anticipate most will be filled locally,” Wilson said. “In terms
of hourly union employees, it’s all being negotiated now with the union.”
The 400,000-square-foot manufacturing facility in Cambridge can handle all
the existing equipment, and has 200,000 square feet open, Wilson said. “All the
equipment from the Barbourville plants is being transferred,” he said. “We are
not adding additional capacity, and will continue with the existing capacity.
Customers are being contacted about the closure.”
“While it was a very difficult decision to close our spacer facility in
Kentucky, we believe this consolidation will allow us to better serve our customers through streamlined operations,” said David D. Petratis, president and
chief executive officer.
The restructuring plan also includes the consolidation of administrative
functions, as well as research and development, making Wilson the general
manager of Insulated Glass Systems.
The consolidation of operations and the subsequent closure of the Barbourville
facility are expected to be completed during Quanex’s fiscal third quarter 2012.
cation between shift changes and
employee fatigue from excessive
overtime.” In addition, the company did not ensure that a forklift and
electrical equipment, such as a
light fixture, switches and a motor,
were approved for use in Class 1
hazardous locations where flammable gases or vapors are present.
As a result, OSHA has issued
Bostik nine willful citations, with
$630,000 in proposed fines, for
these conditions. Bostik was also
issued 41 serious citations, with
$287,000 in fines, for a range of
other conditions, including an
incomplete and deficient emergency response plan.
In other news from Bostik, the
company plans to consolidate its

research and development resources
from multiple facilities to the Bostik
Americas Corporate Center in
Wauwatosa, Wis. Additionally, it will
consolidate its key business management functions there as well.
The plan will be implemented
over a two- to three-year period
and is expected to create new jobs,
in addition to the retention and
relocation of existing personnel.
Approximately 75-100 jobs will be
added to the Wauwatosa site.
Among those slated to relocate are
technology and business professionals and managers from facilities in Warminster, Pa., and
Middleton, Mass.
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Two Companies Team up
to Purchase Florida Powder
Coating; Form New Company
Steve Howes, CEO of Glasslam, in
a partnership with Pat Argento,
owner of Hurricane Impact Glass
and Aluminum, has purchased
Florida Powder Coating in Lantana,
Fla., and formed a new company–
Cirrus Powder Coating. The facility
will include two automated spacer
manufacturing systems that will produce Air-Tight™ S silicone spacer.
“Because of the size of the facility,
we decided to expand our spacer
manufacturing with our new in-line
technology spacer systems,” says
Howes. “There turns out to be a lot of
synergies with powder coating and
our other businesses that we can utilize in this new plant. The powder
coating capability fits well into our
product categories of laminating,
insulating, coloring and decorating.”
Howes says the two spacer systems are currently being installed
and will be operational by the end
of the year.
The purchase price was not
disclosed.

ACQUISITIONS

Masonite Acquires the
Assests of Birchwood Best
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Masonite Corp., announced that
it has completed the acquisition of
Birchwood Best headquartered in
Birchwood, Wis. Birchwood is a
producer of commercial/architectural wood flush door skins; as well
as a producer of hardwood plywood. Birchwood employs approximately 240 people, with one facility in Birchwood, and a smaller
location in Thorp.
Birchwood’s 2010 revenue exceeded $40 million, according to a press
release from Masonite; No other
financial details of the acquisition
have been disclosed.
“The acquisition of Birchwood
enhances our position as a leader in
www.dwmmag.com

the manufacturing and distribution
of components for residential, commercial and architectural wood
doors,” says Fred Lynch, Masonite’s
president and chief executive officer.
“We are excited about the capabilities
this acquisition adds to Masonite.”
“Birchwood’s
facilities
in
Wisconsin are a natural complement
to Masonite’s existing commercial
and architectural businesses,” adds
Cody Wickersheim, vice president of
Birchwood. “We look forward to joining the Masonite team and to the
exciting new possibilities this creates
for our customers.”
Wickersheim will join Masonite
and lead the integration effort.

Caldwell Acquires
Unique Balance
The Caldwell Manufacturing
Company based in Rochester, N.Y.,
announced that Caldwell Hardware
Company LLC has acquired Unique

>I

Balance, based in Pence Springs,
W.Va. The court-approved purchase
will enable Caldwell to expand its
product line offerings to the fenestration market.
“Unique Balance had a very good
reputation until recently when they
encountered some problems,” says
John Kessler, vice president, sales and
marketing, Caldwell. “They offered
some product lines that we don’t
have, so this presents us an opportunity to expand our products.”
Unique Balance stopped producing products from its West
Virginia location earlier this year.
Kessler says that while a re-opening date has not yet been determined, the company intends to
service customers from the Pence
Springs location.
“We plan to re-open the facility,” says Kessler. “We have hired a
plant manager who is looking for
staff—the wheels are in motion.”

briefly

JELD-WEN is exiting the garage door business, a segment that accounts for about
one-tenth of one percent of the company’s total sales. No plants will be closed as
garage door manufacturing occupied a single production line within a larger plant
that also makes other products … BF Rich Co. , was selected for the 2011 Best of
Wilmington Award in the vinyl windows and doors category by the U.S. Commerce
Association … Vinylmax Windows, an Ohio-based manufacturer of custom wood
and vinyl replacement windows, has achieved one full year, more than 300,000 man
hours, without a lost work time accident … Trojan Powder Coating Co. , in Bay Shore,
N.Y., has opened a 97,000-square-foot facility in Sarasota, Fla. Company officials say
they decided to open a shop in Florida because several major clients are in the area
... Royal Building Products, formerly Royal Group, has a new look and image. The
new brand is “Working together to build neighborhoods of lasting value.” A new
logo also was designed to retain the legacy of the company’s original symbol, the
crown, while shifting emphasis from manufacturing to what Royal’s products do to
transform neighborhoods … Gorell Windows and Doors, based in Indiana, Pa., says
it has lowered the number of OSHA recordable accidents its company experienced
over the past year significantly. The company reported 42 recordable accidents in
2010; so far this year it has just 17 … Architectural Testing Inc., based in York, Pa.,
has acquired the assets of Hurricane Test Laboratory, based in Riviera Beach, Fla.
When making the announcement Architectural Testing says it is now comprised of
approximately 300 professionals and more than 20 testing facilities and regional
offices … Casadei-Busellato has moved its showroom and training facility to
Concord, N.C. The new address is: 4715 Corporate Drive, Suite 100 Concord, NC
28027. All existing phone numbers and email addresses will stay the same.
❙
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DistributorNews

BlackEagle Partners Aquires
Lyman Lumber Company
lackEagle
Partners
has
acquired the Midwest operations of Lyman Lumber
Company, including its Chanhassen
location,
Automated
Building
Components, Carpentry Contractors
Corp., and Lyman Lumber of
Wisconsin. The transaction was
effective
October
28,
2011.
BlackEagle Partners is the owner of
US LBM Holdings, a collection of
eight building products distributors
serving the Midwest, Northeast, and
Mid-Atlantic in nine states with
more than 40 locations.
Lyman,
headquartered
in
Excelsior,
Minn.,
serves
the
Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan
area as well as Eau Claire, Wis. It
employs more than 500 people with
annual sales exceeding $100 million.
Dale Carlson, vice president of oper-

B

ations, will remain with the business
in his new role as president.
“The breadth of products and
quality of services offered by all of
our business lines at Lyman will only
improve through our partnership
with US LBM,” Carlson says.
“The acquisition of Lyman furthers our commitment to US LBM as
a platform in the building supply
industry and represents a perfect
example of BlackEagle’s strategy of
increasing value through acquisition,” says Bryan Tolles, vice president of BlackEagle.
In related news, John H. Myers &
Son is the latest addition to the US
LBM family of companies. Myers,
headquartered in York, Pa., operates
six building products stores throughout south central Pennsylvania and
northern Maryland with showrooms

Former ProBuild Execs Form New Company
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Paul Hylbert, former chief executive officer of ProBuild, has formed
Kodiak Building Partners, based in Denver, and says the company plans to
invest in the building materials distribution industry.
“We believe the time is right to acquire assets in this space,” says
Hylbert. “While construction activity in general remains very weak, we
believe that this business will recover and are looking to partner with
strong management teams to participate in the upturn.”
Joining Hylbert is Steve Swinney who will act as president and chief
operating officer, as well as Kyle Barker, Brian Cleveringa and Eric Miller
who will be managing directors. All of these individuals also worked previously at ProBuild, as did Hylbert.
“As we did with our recapitalization of Barton Supply in July of this year,
we want to build Kodiak by partnering with the right management teams,
establishing the appropriate capital structure, and then supporting the
growth of companies over the long term,” said Swinney.
Kodiak Building Partners was formed to invest in building products companies serving new residential, repair and remodeling, and commercial
construction markets across the United States. “Recognizing that this
industry is very local in nature, Kodiak and its investor partners will work
with and support management on a market-by-market basis to build and
grow businesses in the $10 million to $100 million sales range,” according
to the company press release.
www.dwmmag.com
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featuring various products including doors and windows. In 2010, the
company says its sales exceeded
$55 million.

USG Corp. to Close
Eight L&W Locations
USG Corp., parent company of
L&W Supply Corp., filed a report
with the Securities and Exchange
Commission on August 25 stating
that it will close eight distribution
branches and its Nevada custom
door and frames business, “to
adapt to market conditions.”
The company says the closures
will record charges of approximately $7-$8 million in the current and
future fiscal quarters related to
these closures. This includes
approximately $5-$6 million related to equipment and distribution
branch lease terminations, approximately $1 million for termination
benefits and approximately $1 million for associated costs, including
inventory write-offs. The company
estimates that it will incur cash
expenditures of approximately $6$7 million in the current and future
fiscal quarters in connection with
the closures, according to the filing.

True Home Value
Expands by Opening Two
New Stores in West Virginia
True Home Value (THV) Stores, a
home improvement remodeler, has
announced plans for expansion into
two new markets in West Virginia—
Huntington and Charleston. The
stores will service roughly a 50-mile
radius surrounding these two new
showrooms.
Don Shelby, head of THV retail
store development, says that the new
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locations were added in response to
rising consumer demand in the area.

The Gores Group
Acquires Remaining Interest
in Stock Building Supply
The Gores Group, a private equity firm, announced that it has furthered its commitment to Stock
Building Supply Holdings LLC by
acquiring Wolseley plc’s remaining
minority interest in Stock. The
Gores Group acquired a controlling interest in Stock, on May 5,
2009. Terms of the transaction
were not disclosed.
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“We have high expectations for
Stock, and this transaction solidifies our position in the company,”
said Ryan Wald, managing director of The Gores Group. “Stock is
well-situated to weather the
downturn and is capable of rapid
growth as the market recovers.
This additional investment will
allow us to participate fully in the
growth of Stock and the recovery
of the housing market.”
“This additional investment by
Gores is a sign of confidence in
our associates and our strategy,
and we look forward to working
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collaboratively with The Gores
Group in the future,” added Jeff
Rea, chief executive officer of
Stock Building Supply.

briefly

WinWinWindows.com has begun
operations in Abilene, Texas, and will
serve the West-Central Texas community. The company will provide all
types of replacement windows
including metal and wooden windows, but will primarily focus on
providing energy-efficient vinyl
replacement windows as well as
those for new construction.
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What’sLegal

Champion Sues Former Executives;
Alleges Wrongful Hiring Practices
hampion Windows Inc., headquartered in Houston, filed a
petition and application for
writ of attachment in the amount of
$5 million and for Injunctive Relief in
the Harris County (Texas) District
Court against Ralph Zuckerberg, former president/CEO, and Patrick M.
Cahill, former chief financial officer
(CFO), alleging that they participated
in wrongful hiring practices, while
working at the company.
According to court documents,
Zuckerberg served as Champion’s
president and CEO from 1980 to 2008.
He “directly oversaw all of Champion’s
operations including, but not limited
to manufacturing, sales, marketing,
accounting and … personnel.” Cahill
served as CFO from 2001 to 2008 and
was responsible for human resources
and payroll. Champion alleges that
“all Champion personnel with hiring
and firing responsibilities reported
directly to Cahill.”
Champion also alleges that
“Defendants failed to ensure that hiring at Champion was performed by
qualified personnel,” and, as a result
“by 2006 a vast majority of
Champion’s production employees
were not legally authorized to work in
the United States.”
“In the course of carrying out
their responsibilities, Defendants
instituted and oversaw hiring policies with negligent disregard for
whether
job
applicants
at
Champion were legally authorized
to work in the United States,”
writes Champion in the complaint.
“Defendants and the employees
operating under their direction,
failed to take reasonably prudent
actions to verify the authenticity of
the proffered documentation of
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the legal status of potential or
existing employees.”
Both Zuckerberg and Cahill
resigned from Champion in February
and May 2008, respectively, according to court documents.

Defendants and the
employees operating under
their direction, failed to
take reasonably prudent
actions to verify the
authenticity of the proffered
documentation of the
legal status of potential
or existing employees.
In November 2010, Champion officials say the company was served
with a federal grand jury subpoena by
the U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) Agency “requiring
the production of documents relating
to Champion’s employment records,
including payroll records and I-9
forms.” According to the complaint,
Champion believed it was and had
been in compliance with applicable
laws, but, “the subsequent investigation conducted by ICE and the
Department of Justice, however,
revealed that a substantial portion of
Champion’s employees were not
legally authorized to work in the
United States …. The results of the
Government investigation demonstrated that the unauthorized nature
of Champion’s workforce was a direct
result of Defendants’ wrongful hiring
policies and practices.”
According to court documents,
Champion is seeking “to recover all
actual
damages
caused
by
Defendants’ wrongful actions and

>I

disgorgement of all profits and benefits they received during their
employments at Champion.”
Champion is seeking a writ of
attachment in the amount of $5 million “to preserve [its] opportunity to
collect on any judgment ultimately
rendered in its favor,” according to
the documents. Likewise, the petition
says “Because Champion is unable to
determine the amount of assets currently residing in Zuckerberg’s financial accounts that will be subject to
the writ of attachment, Champion
also seeks a temporary restraining
order and temporary injunction to
prevent Zuckerberg from transferring
his assets, except to pay for normal
customary expenses.” In this matter,
the compliant alleges that after leaving Champion in 2008, Zuckerberg
moved to Costa Rica, married a Costa
Rican woman and continues to own a
home there. “While Champion
believes Zuckerberg is currently
residing in the United States, he has
the ability and inclination to move
back to Costa Rica and/or transfer
assets there, without notice,” the petition claims, and adds, “Champion
requests the Court to promptly enter
a temporary restraining order, to be
followed by a temporary injunction,
enjoining Zuckerberg, his agents and
representatives … from taking any
action to withdraw, remove or otherwise transfer or liquidate any funds,
securities or any other assets of whatever nature except as necessary to
pay normal, customary business and
living expenses, without Champion’s
express, written consent or the written authorization of the court.”
On October 25, however, an order
was issued dissolving the restraining
order and releasing the bond.
❙
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Ones to Watch

ASSOCIATIONS

NLBMDA Announces New
Leadership Team Including
First Woman President
The National Lumber and
Building
Material
Dealers
Association (NLBMDA) installed
its new leadership team during
its ProDealer Industry Summit
held in San Antonio, Texas. Cally
Coleman Fromme, executive vice
president of Zarsky Lumber
Company in Victoria, Texas, will
serve as the new chair, replacing
outgoing chair Joe Collings of
Ferguson Lumber in Rockville,
Ind. Fromme becomes the first
woman to lead the association in
its 94-year history.
Additional members of the
2011-2012 NLBMDA executive
committee include:
• Chair-elect: Chuck Bankston,
Bankston Lumber, Barnesville, Ga.;
• First vice chair: Chris Yenrick,
Smith-Phillips Building Supply,
Winston-Salem, N.C.;
• Second vice chair: J.D. Saunders,
Economy Lumber, Campbell,
Calif.;
• Treasurer: Linda Nussbaum, Kleet
Lumber Co., Huntington, N.Y.;
• Manufacturers & Services Council
chair: Bob Harden, Dow Building
Solutions, Jenkintown, Pa.;
• Federated Association Executives
chair: Jim Moody, Construction

Suppliers Association, Tyrone, Ga.;
• Immediate past chair: Joe Collings,
Ferguson Lumber, Rockville, Ind.;
and
• President: Michael O’Brien, NLBMDA, Washington, D.C.

APPOINTMENTS

Associated Materials
Names President and CEO
Associated Materials announced
the appointment of Jerry W. Burris
as president and CEO. Burris also
will serve as a member of the company’s board of directors. He previously served as president of Barnes
Precision Components, and has
more than 20 years of experience in
management and executive positions at manufacturing and logistical services companies. He takes
over for interim CEO Dana Snyder,
who will continue to serve as a
member of the board of directors.

ProVia Makes Changes
in Sales Department
ProVia has hired Lee
Shaw as director of sales
for residential doors and
windows and has promoted Andy Iamaio to
regional sales manager
Lee Shaw for its newly redefined
Southern region.
In Shaw’s new role, he is
responsible for the coordination

ELECTIONS

of customer service activities and
the direction of all sales activities
for residential doors and windows for the Eastern, Southern
and Midwest territories. He most
recently served as the chief sales
officer for Craftsmen Restoration
in Akron, Ohio.
Iamaio now directs
all sales activities in
the Southern region.
He previously served as
the company’s account
manager in Virginia,
Washington, D.C., and Andy
Maryland.
Iamaio

Andersen Adds VP
of Marketing Position
Salvatore Abbate has joined
Andersen Corp. to fill the newly created position of senior vice president of sales and marketing. Abbate
will be responsible for leading the
development of sales and marketing strategies, initiatives and programs that result in revenue growth
and competitive advantage within
channels and customer segments.
He reports to chief sales and marketing officer Craig Evanich.
Abbate has more than 20 years of
experience in building and consumer products manufacturing,
including 16 years with Armstrong.
He most recently served as vice
president of global sales and marketing of the performance films
division within Solutia Inc.

Quanex Adds to Board of Directors
Quanex Building Products Corp. has elected Robert R. “Bob” Buck to
serve on its board of directors. Buck, 63, is executive chairman and retired
chairman and chief executive officer (CEO) of Beacon Roofing Supply Inc.
Along with roofing products, Beacon distributes other building related
products including siding, windows and waterproofing systems.
Prior to his eight years with Beacon, Buck spent 21 years holding various
leadership positions at Cintas Corp. and six years at Borden Inc.
“We are very pleased that Bob Buck will be joining the Quanex board of
directors,” says David Petratis, Quanex chairman and CEO. “Bob has experience in the building products space and has worked on [more than] 50
acquisitions. His knowledge and insights in running a complex business will
make a significant contribution.”

Brio USA Inc. Hires Peter Taft
Brio USA Inc. announced that
Peter Taft is its new operations manager. His initial responsibilities will
be to set up operations at the new
Rochester, N.Y., facility.
Taft joins Brio USA Inc. with 25
years of experience in operationsand sales-related positions and his
duties will include purchasing, customer service, quality control, manufacturing and logistics.
❙
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Down in
the Doldrums

Depreciating Prices, Tighter Lending Standards
and Foreclosures Keeps Residential Recovery at Bay
By Sahely Mukerji

he present must be studied in
the light of the past for the purposes of the future, said John
Maynard Keynes. Those pearls of
wisdom seemed to ring true during
every economist’s forecast of 2012.
Hopes of the housing market
finally turning the corner in 2010
were dashed after the federal government’s homebuyer tax incentive
program came to a close and starts
deteriorated sharply, according to
McGraw-Hill Construction’s 2012
Dodge Construction Outlook.
Combined with this year’s weaker
economy, housing starts have once
again fallen to new lows. After a 5
percent increase in 2010, total
housing starts are expected to backslide 3 percent in 2011 before a hesitant recovery takes hold in 2012.
Total housing starts will climb 10
percent in 2012 to 640,000 units,
according to the outlook report.
“The level of construction in
2011 will fall below [the] recession
low of 2009,” said Robert Murray,
vice president of Economic Affairs,
McGraw-Hill Construction in New
York, at the Outlook 2012 Executive
Conference in Washington, D.C., on
October 19 “From [the] 2005 peak
to 2011, it’s a decline of 75 percent.”
Almost three years into presumed
recovery, housing market conditions remain weak, and the pace of
home building recovery continues
to be disappointing, said Kermit
Baker, chief economist of the
American Institute of Architects in
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Washington D.C., during his presentation at Reed Constructions
Data’s Webinar, “Flat, Down or Up?
Where is Construction Heading?”
on October 13. “The recovery is
increasingly regional, and the markets where house prices are stronger
are areas that should see the
strongest gains,” he said. “Returning
to long-term trend for home building is still several years off.”
This year, home sales have
bounced along the bottom barely
above that level, and in August, after
four months of decline, fell below
the annualized pace of 300,000 for
the first time since February, according to the Dodge Outlook report.
New single-family home sales
and housing starts have fallen to
historic lows, according to the
Dodge Outlook. New single-family
home sales reached a record low
rate in August 2010 at an annualized 278,000 homes sold.
“The single-family housing market is expected to slide 9 percent in
2011 to 405,000 units,” Murray said.
“In 2012, starts are expected to go
up 7 percent to 435,000 units.”
Typically, housing is an early sector to rebound in the 20 percent to
30 percent range in the first year of
recovery, Baker said. “We haven’t
seen that this time,” he said. “Prices
fell off 30 percent from the peak.
The low point in housing was in
early 2009. Following that there was
growth in the next few quarters.
New home sales are down 15 percent. Housing starts are up 10 percent. Home sales are up 5 percent.”
The outlook for home building is
under 600,000 this year, under
800,000 next year, and nowhere
near the 1.6 million range peak in
2009, he said.
Among the regions that are beginning to see house prices recover are
the Northeast, Texas and California
markets, Baker said (see chart, top
right) The national average of house
prices is down 4.4 percent.
Metro areas with recovering
house prices are seeing fewer
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homeowners underwater, Baker
said. The national average of mortgage amounts underwater is 22.5
percent (see chart above).
The focus of concern in the housing industry has shifted from oversupply to insufficient demand,
Baker said during his presentation,
“The Outlook for Homebuilding and
Residential Remodeling,” at the
Outlook 2012 Executive Conference.
“Overbuilding is now less of a
concern after years of record low
completions,” Baker said. “We’ve
averaged between 17 million and
17.5 million in new buildings over a
10-year period since 1997, but in
the last 10 years, we’ve built 16 million new houses.” However, despite
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low completions, excess vacancies
remain abnormally high, he said.
“There are still 1.1 million vacant
homes not for sale or rent [up from
less than 600,000 in 2008], and
these are vacation homes, foreclosed homes, and homes used
occasionally.” On average, 600
homes a day are foreclosed, he said.

Remodeling Market Not
as Bad as Housing Market
The remodeling market declined
20 percent during the downturn, but
has stabilized recently, Baker said.
“Two of the strongest sectors are
energy-efficiency upgrades and
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Down in
the Doldrums
continued from page 27
reinvesting in distressed properties,” he said. Even with the downturn, the remodeling market is
nearly $300 billion, he said. In
2007, homeowners and rentals
spent $326 billion in remodeling
and, in 2011, they are forecasted to
spend $278 billion, he said. “The
remodeling
market
doubled
between 1995 and 2007,” he said.
“The trough was in mid-2010,
when the market saw between 15
and 20 percent decline. New c onstruction was down 75 percent.”
Under the stimulus program, a
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growing share of contractors was
working on green projects, as well
as distressed properties. Green
home improvements took up a big
share in the remodeling market,
Baker said. “In 2009, a quarter of
the projects had energy efficiency
as their goal under the stimulus
program. Distressed properties
were a third of the projects reported by contractors.” Between 2009
and 2010, 26 percent to 29 percent
of projects saw energy-efficient and
environmentally sustainable products installed, he said. In the third

quarter of 2011, it is 24.9 percent.
From the third quarter of 2010 to
the third quarter of 2011, the share
of firms working on homes purchased after homeowner default or
ban foreclosure went up from 35.2
percent to 36.5 percent, he said.
“With all the foreclosed homes,
the trend of distressed properties
will continue,” he said. Planned
spending on home improvements
is up, but unusually volatile, Baker
said. “Discretionary projects have
seen steady improvement over the
last two years, as they’ve moved
back from decline to growth. The
exterior replacement and systems
(HVAC) have been volatile, probably because of the severe weather
pattern across the country.”
The Leading Indicator of
Remodeling Activity (LIRA) shows
that weakness will resume later
this year, Baker said. The homeowner improvement total of $116.8
billion in the third quarter of 2011
will go down to $105.6 billion in the
first quarter of 2012, a 4.8 percent
LIRA decline, and then go up a tad
to $110.1 billion in the second
quarter of 2012.
From the peak of the market in
mid-2000 to its trough estimated in
mid-2010, spending levels fell
between 15 percent and 20 percent,
he said. “Remodeling has contributed
a growing share of residential investment since the downturn: about 70
percent last year, and probably the
same this year,” he said. Homeowner
improvement spending of $185.1
billion was evenly split between discretionary and replacements in
2009. Discretionary was 45 percent,
and exterior remodeling/systems
upgrade was about 44 percent.
“Homeowner mobility has fallen
sharply during the recession, slowing the remodeling growth, Baker
said. “New and long-term owners
have different spending priorities,”
continued on page 30
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Down in
the Doldrums
continued from page 28

U.S. Single Family Housing
Construction was heading
g up,
p, then stalled at mid-2010.
Single Family Housing Thousands of Dwelling Units
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he said. “New homeowners do more
customization
projects,
while
longterm owners do more replacement projects, because they’ve
already done their customizations.”
The mortgage lock-in effect—where
homeowners have low mortgage
rates and are sitting tight—are also
keeping the mobility rating trend
down, he said. “Lower mobility rates
will continue in the near future.”

Reasons Behind
the Bleak Market
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The housing weakness is related
to anemic household growth, Baker
said. From 1995-2000, the annual
average of housing growth was
1,150,000, and in 2011, it is estimated to be 800,000. The slowdown in
household growth is largely due to
the younger generation not buying
homes and less immigration, he
said. “Immigrants are not coming
looking for economic opportunities. The age group under 30 is not
forming households. They’re living
with their parents.”
While the overall household
growth is resuming, the number of
owners is still falling fast. “The
number of renters is growing by 1.5
million a year, and the number of
owners is falling by half a million
per year,” Baker said. “The growth in
www.dwmmag.com

renter household is helping absorb
some excess single-family homes.”
There is a change in attitude
toward homeownership, Baker
said. “Major reasons for owning a
home are not financial anymore,
and less shaken by bust. The
younger generation’s American
dream is not owning a home anymore.” This change in attitude has
contributed to the extended bottom in housing despite record low
mortgage rates and highly affordable housing. At an average of 4.76
percent, mortgage rates started
2011 at a higher level than during
the latter half of 2010, according to
the 2012 Dodge Outlook. “As the
economy weakened, mortgage
rates began to plummet and by
August, they averaged 4.27 percent,” Murray said. “Since then,
they have fallen even further, averaging just 4.11 percent in
September and slipping below 4
percent—to the lowest level in
record—in early October.”
Home prices also have fallen
sharply. According to the S&P/Case
Shiller home price index, U.S.
home prices in July 2011 (the most
recent available during press time)
were 32 percent lower than at their
peak in April 2006, Murray said.
Although the pace of decline is

>I

slowing, year-over-year prices were
still headed downward in July.
On the other hand, according to
RealtyTrac, the number of foreclosure filings reached a record high in
2010 at 2.9 million. This number of
foreclosures brought sales of foreclosed homes to 26 percent of last
year’s existing home sales, according to the 2012 Dodge Outlook.
“Foreclosures have created a large
inventory of unsold homes, and the
lower purchase prices associated
with these sales have had the effect
of lowering overall home prices,”
Murray said.
Even with lower prices, home
buying hasn’t picked up, because
underwriting standards have risen
substantially.
“The decline in home prices has
put many homeowners, who purchased within the last seven years,
underwater, owing more on their
mortgages than their home is
worth,” Murray said. “This has
made them unable to refinance or
purchase a new home without having to pay large sums out of pocket
to pay off the old mortgage. Roughly
11 million homeowners fell into this
category at the end of 2010.”
The housing market will not fully
recover until the foreclosure issue is
resolved, and foreclosures “may
pick up in early 2012,” Murray said.
Overall, the homebuilding recovery process is moving from oversupply to weak demand, but poor
economy and unstable house
prices continue to discourage new
entrants. “When the firsttime home
buyers get back in the market, there
will be an upturn,” Baker said.
“Areas with stable house prices will
recover first. Strongest remodeling
market is currently where house
prices have stabilized.”
❙
Sahely Mukerji is a contributing writer
for DWM magazine. She can be reached
at smukerji@glass.com or follow her on
Twitter @solarglazingmag.
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The Role of Hot-Melt
Sealants in Reverse Dual
Seal IG Design (Foam Spacer)
The important factors to
consider when selecting a hot
melt sealant are mechanical
properties, ease of application
and moisture vapor transmission
rates (MVTR). However when an
IG design takes advantage of
the reverse dual seal concept
the priorities for the requirements
of sealants take a slight turn in
the sense that the MVTR and
ease of application becomes
more of a focal point over the
mechanical properties.
Foam spacers with their low
thermal conductivity and their
ease of use have become a

huge hit in the residential IG
industry. The manufacture of
such a high quality product is
with the help of a very unique
reverse dual seal design.
According to a component
supplier, the system works
because “a high performance
acrylic pressure sensitive
adhesive is used as a structural
element in Edgetech’s Super
Spacer® system and it bonds
directly to both lites of glass. The
adhesive provides good tack
and high shear strength for
immediate adhesion and long
term holding power. The acrylic

80
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adhesive has excellent UV
stability and elevated
temperature resistance. This
structural seal is placed on the
inside of the IGU and is
protected by the moisture vapor
seal (IG secondary sealant) on
the outside”.
“Thus, in contrast to a
conventional dual seal design,
the insulating edge seal
incorporating Super Spacer and
secondary sealant is termed as
a Reverse Dual Seal design, as
the position of the structural and
the moisture vapor/gas barrier
seals are interchanged”1.
In order to understand the
structural component of this
claim we decided to dissect the
reverse dual seal to quantify the
structural support offered by the
system. It turns out that the
acrylic adhesive offers about
80% higher amount of support
than a typical hot melt sealant
applied 6mm deep (i.e.
approximately ¼ inch sealant
depth). The graph at left shows
the mechanical properties of

Commemorating Fenzi’s 70th Anniversary as a leader
in chemicals for the flat glass processing industry.
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ASTM E96/E 96M-10 Method A

Hotver 2000
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the major hot melt sealants
sold in the IG industry and how
they compare to one another
versus how they stack up
against the acrylic adhesive
offered by the foam spacer
manufacturer.
It is evident that hot melt
sealants are not offering much
support and the structural
success of this design lies in the
abilities of the acrylic adhesive.
On the other hand, this design
begs for the ability of the hot
melt sealant to act as a
moisture vapor barrier. The
chart above is a comparison of
the most common hot melt
sealants sold in the North
American IG market.
Hotver 2000 has the lowest
MVTR and therefore makes it
the most suitable sealant in
conjunction with a reverse dual
seal design. The sealant
categories being equal, it is
correct to say that being the
best in MVTR, Hotver 2000, will
also outperform competitors in
gas retention. Furthermore
Hotver 2000 has the lowest

application temperature (290340°F) all while maintaining
similar flow rates and not
causing undue stress on the
components of the machinery
which could cause premature
wear and tear.
Insulating glass unit
manufacturers should be
careful when considering
“value engineered” products
because there is certainly a
trade-off. Blending high
performance raw materials
with cheaper options reduce
costs but also performance,
such as MVTR and gas
retention. This does not even
take in account the long-term
affects to the users of such
products as well as to the
environment. Fenzi has always
been very conscious of the
long-term properties of its
products. We pay specific
attention when selecting our
raw materials to ensure
maximum longevity and the
least impact on the
environment and health of all
stakeholders.

— Advertisement —

OTHER BRANDS

HOTVER 2000

Leader in Chemicals for the flat Glass Processing Industry

416/674-3831
www.fenzi-na.com
* Compared to the leading North American
brands by third party testing
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2011 Industry Benchmark Survey

The Dealers Have

Spoken

What We All Can
Learn to Move Forward

hen dealers and distributors participated in
DWM magazine’s firstever Industry Benchmark Survey,
they offered valuable insight that
suppliers can learn from as they
build their marketing strategies
for the coming year. First, while
R-5 windows comprise a small
percent of their business currently, they do forecast strong growth
in 2012. Another positive is that
many s ee slow but steady economic growth. On the down side,
many dealers say they have had
to cut prices in order to compete.
We asked two groups of questions
to our respondents: marketing
and economic. Find out what
they had to say on both of these
important topics. Thanks to all
who participated.
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Marketing Savvy
Where do you learn about new window lines?
(multiple answers allowed)
73%: Industry publications, e-newsletters, websites
72%: Manufacturers
32%: Internet
24%: Other dealers
11%: Other (answers included trade shows and
manufacturer reps)
0
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Which of the following is most important to
you in determining which manufacturer to represent?
41%: Reputation in the marketplace

By the Numbers

86
56
53
28
28

22%: Innovative products
12%: Other
(Answers included field service and quality)

% of respondents sell both
doors and windows.
% sell mouldings

10%: Warranties
6%: Dealer programs

% sell millwork
% say 70-100 percent of
their business comes from
remodeling
% say 50-69 percent of
their business comes from
new construction.

www.dwmmag.com

4%: Dealer training
2%: Incentives
1%: Marketing support
0

10
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30
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Results do not add to 100 percent as a few respondents left this question unanswered.
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How often do you seek new
opportunities with door and window manufacturers?

We have had
to reduce our
mark-ups
to remain
competitive.

47%: Continually
35%: Occasionally
6%: 2-4 years
4%: Annually
5%: More often than annually
3%: Every 5 years
0

10

20

30

40

Where do you most frequently get updated education,
(i.e., installation programs, new technologies, news) that
affects your business? (multiple answers allowed)
63%: Direct from the manufacturers

56%: Trade publications, trade websites and e-newsletters
28%: Trade association
meetings, trade shows
22%: Internet
1%: Social media groups such
as Linked In and Facebook
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How strong is the marketing support
you receive from your manufacturers?
44%: Semi-strong. They offer me some support, such as one or two of
the items above
36%: Very strong. They offer me everything from collateral
materials to showroom displays, answer my questions, etc.
20%: Not strong. I like the
manufacturer’s products but
their support is not great
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continued on page 36
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2011 Industry Benchmark Survey
continued from page 35

Business and Economics
Which of the following statements
best defines your business in regards to
demand for R-5 (or higher) windows?
If you offer R-5 Windows (or higher)
how much do you expect this to grow
in the next year?

45%: This comprises
less than 10% of
my business.
31%: I don’t
offer R-5 (or
higher)
windows.

76%: By 10%

11%: This
comprises between
11-20% of my
business.

14%: By
11-20%

8%: This comprises between
21-30% of my business.
2%: This comprises between
41-50% of my business.

6%: By 21-30%
2%: By 31-40%

1%: This comprises between
31-40% of my business.
1%: This comprises more
than 50% of my business.

1%: Not applicable

Which of the following statements best
describes your view of the construction
industry and how it will impact your business?
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44%: I see
slow but steady
economic
improvement.

30%: I see
no change.
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4%: I see
economic improvement.
6%: I see continuing
decline and am truly
worried about the future.

www.dwmmag.com

16%: I see a slight
decline and am
concerned about
the immediate
future.

2%: By more
than 50%

Current market conditions
have forced my company to
react in the following manner:

38%: We
have not altered
our approach from
a pricing/mark-up
standpoint.

58%: We have
had to reduce
our mark-ups
to remain
competitive.

4%: We have had to take work at or below
our costs to keep people working.
❙
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Back Bedding / Glazing Systems
Production Tested Proven Performance
Operator using Erdman Hand Assist Glazer
to Apply Silicone Bead to Vinyl Frame

Hand Assist Glazers
• Almost anyone can achieve professional glazing
results in minutes
• Reduce Rejections Due to Improper Bedding/Glazing
• Significantly Reduce Waste and Clean-Up
• Suitable for Hot, Cold and Two-Part Sealants
• Vertical and Horizontal Styles
• Outstanding Service and Support

Erdman® Horizontal Hand
Assist Glazer with Jib crane
end effector

Erdman® Structural Sealant
Applicator

Automated Glazers
• Reduce Rejections Due to Improper Glazing
• Mechanically Driven and Electronically Controlled
• Significantly Reduce Waste and Clean-Up
• Suitable for Hot, Cold and Two-Part Sealants
• Vertical and Horizontal Styles

Infeed Conveyor, 5000 Series Automated
Glazer & Glass Lay-in Station
Erdman® 3000 Series Automated
Glazer

Erdman® Vertical 3500 Series
Automated Glazer

• Outperform and Out Last Any Other Glazers/
Back Bedders/Sealant Applicators on the Market

Erdman supplies equipment from individual stand alone stations to complete integrated turnkey systems.

Insulating Glass | Window & Door | Curtain Wall & Interior Glass Partitions | Solar
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Third Annual
Green Awards
Power Home Remodeling
Proves the Power of Green
by Tara Taffera
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ominations were solicited by DWM magazine
for its Third Annual Green Awards, by asking
companies to nominate companies in a variety of categories: from dealers, to R-5 windows, to components (see July-August DWM, page 42.) In the end, it
was a window dealer who rose above the rest:
When cousins Jeff and Adam Kaliner co-founded
Power Home Remodeling Group (formerly Power
Windows and Siding), they say their goal was to provide energy-saving and environmentally friendly home
improvement options. The year was 1992, long before
green was a household concept.
Fast-forward 20 years: the green movement has
exploded, Power has more than 900 employees at five
business locations on the East Coast, and the company
was just named to number 670 on Inc. magazine’s
500/5000 list, which recognizes the nation’s fastest growing companies. Power’s 2011 sales will reach $135 million,
and windows account for 60 percent of that number.
But one thing hasn’t changed since Power opened in
1992—the company remains committed to using
green construction products. “These green products
can reduce energy costs, often by as much as 30 percent annually and reduce carbon emissions,” says
Adam Kaliner.

Check out Green Suppliers
DWM received many nominations for the green awards
and many of these are worth highlighting their energyefficient practices and principles. Check out DWM magazine’s e-green page at www.dwmmag.com/e-green for
highlights of some of the nominees.
www.dwmmag.com
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Window Series
While many remodeling companies sell multiple
lines, 99 percent of the windows Power sells is the
SL2700 Window Series manufactured by Northeast
Building Products in Philadelphia. The company says
the series boasts several different features that work
together to maximize energy savings.
They are specially designed to reduce convection that
typically occurs when warm air from inside the home
meets a cold window and creates a chilly, circulatory
draft. Likewise, the windows also reduce thermal heat
loss due to conduction. While air leakage through
unsealed gaps on typical windows can account for up to
10 percent of energy usage in a home, SL2700 windows
offer premium airflow protection, according to Kaliner.
The window also features a low-E glass micro-coating. The coating is multi-purpose, reducing radiant
heat loss, saving homeowners money in the winter
months, and reducing solar radiation and providing
UV protection on warm, sunny days. The coating also
allows short-wave visible light to be absorbed through
the window, which reduces lighting costs throughout
the year and is re-radiated as heat in the winter.
Additionally, the windows feature warm-edge spacers
for superior condensation resistance, and also offers
low U-values.
But it’s not just the window that is energy efficient.
“They do a great installation where they wrap every
window with insulation—a lot of guys don’t do that,”
says Alan Levin, president, Northeast Builders Products.
“They also use high quality sealants to seal the window.”
But Levin does add that the window is very energy
efficient.
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Adam Kaliner, co-founder and president, and Jeff Kaliner, co-founder and chief executive officer, Power Home Remodeling
Group, say their company was green before green was a household name.
The window also qualified for the 2010 $1,500 window tax credit and Kaliner says this went a long way in
igniting sales.

Spreading the Green Message
Aside from selling a product with energy-efficient
benefits, in which the company believes, Kaliner
also believes in spreading its
message to the “next generation of home remodelers.” To
this end the company opened
an office earlier this year in
Melville, N.Y.
“This ushered in hundreds of
new, green jobs on Long Island
and the greater New York metropolitan area,” says Kaliner.
“With the opening of the Long
Island operation, we also contributed $10,000 to
YouthBuild Long Island for its new E3 Career Training
Center—a 5,000-square-foot facility devoted to training at-risk youth in weatherization, green building,
renewable energy, home performance and the energy
retrofit industries.”
The company also believes that “spreading its message” in general is crucial to boosting sales and fueling
growth. “No one will buy your energy-efficient products if they don’t know your company exists.
“We are now the fourth largest home remodeling
company in the country—in large part due to the energy-efficient products we sell and the marketing of
those products we do on the radio, TV, print and the
web,” says Kaliner.

But when it comes down to it, Power doesn’t offer
customers a magic amount of money that will be
saved through replacing their windows with more
efficient ones.
“It’s not something we can calculate,” he says.
“There are too many differentials: how it was built,
how the sun sets, how the customers to set their thermostats. Certainly we know
our windows are significantly
more energy efficient than
some others. We know when
they are installed right and
used properly that they help
save on energy bills …”
He says homeowners are
more conscious than ever of the
need to save money wherever
they can.
“While we don’t guarantee savings for each homeowner, the dramatic difference in home temperature
and comfort is immediate once these windows are
installed,” adds Kaliner. “We often receive emails
from customers months after installation raving
about the savings they have received on what used to
be incredibly large energy bills.”
The strong belief in the product and the company
has Power poised for future growth.
“We see ourselves being in every major city in the
United States within ten years,” he adds.
❙

We know when they are
installed right and used
properly that they help
save on energy bills.

Tara Taffera serves as editor/publisher of DWM/SHELTER magazine.
Follow her on Twitter @dwmmag, read her blog at dwmmag.com
and like DWM mag on Facebook to receive updates.
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Growth Opportunity
Code Changes Could Bring New Opportunities
for Hurricane-Mitigating, Decorative Products
by Ellen Rogers

S

ure, South Florida offers a big
opportunity for hurricaneresistant doors and windows;
the codes make it such. South
Florida is also a big opportunity for
decorative glass entry doors, which
are almost synonymous to luxury
homes, something else of which
South Florida has plenty. With that
in mind, it’s safe to say that impactresistant products such as decorative glass doors, sidelites and transoms, have meant big business for
much of the Florida market. Now,
though, an upcoming code change
could very well mean an even greater
opportunity for impact decorative
glass doors and related products.
According to Rick De La Guardia,
president of DLG Engineering in
South Miami, Fla., there are two
main changes to the American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) 7-

10 standard, Minimum Design Loads
for Buildings and Other Structures
that bode well for the door industry.
De La Guardia says that instead of
categorizing the buildings by occupancy as in the 2005 code, the 2010
code categorizes them by risk category. The other change, he notes, is that
instead of using only one wind speed
per map for a particular region as in
the 2005 version, the 2010 standard
uses three different maps and wind
speeds depending on risk categories,
regardless of region.
“Depending on the risk category
of the building in question, it is
possible to have three different
wind speeds and different windborne debris protection requirements for buildings of different risk
categories located in the same
neighborhood,” he says.
And these new maps could also
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Source: ASCE; used with permission from ASCE.

Manufacturers, suppliers and distributors say they are prepared for recent changes
to ASCE 7-10, which will require impact-glazing in some areas of Florida where it
was not previously mandated.
www.dwmmag.com
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mean a new business opportunity
for the fenestration industry, as
almost half of Southern Florida
will soon require impact-rated
products, including decorative
door products, among others.
ASCE 7-10 has been referenced by
both the 2012 International Codes
as well as the 2010 Florida
Building Code, which takes effect
in March 2012, making Florida the
first state to adopt the new ASCE
requirements.
The larger market can be both a
challenge and an opportunity for
the decorative door products
industry—one that many say they
are ready to tackle.

Product Preparedness
For many companies, this code
change is one for which they have
been preparing. Take, for example,
Therma-Tru in Maumee, Ohio.
Donna Contat, glass product manager, says her company has taken steps
to ready for what could very well lead
to an increase in business. The company has expanded its available portfolio of impact products.
“Previously we had four or five
designs for this market, but we’ve
increased our design offerings in
recognition that there are more
homeowners wanting impact certified products who are demanding more variety,” she says. “[This
had been] a niche market, but
recent extreme weather occurrences have pushed this market
into the mainstream. So we’ve
expanded our impact rated products an d we expect this will help
us prepare for the increase in
demand.”
Steve Jasperson, code and regu-
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Hurricane
Do’s and Don’ts
for Businesses
While the 2011 hurricane season is
now past, it’s not too early to start
thinking about and preparing for 2012.
After all, June 1, the start of hurricane
season, really isn’t that far off. Is your
business ready for next year? According
to Business News Daily, there are a
number of last-minute actions that can
help business owners minimize the
damage and protect their livelihoods.
Take inventory. If a hurricane’s path
is making its way to your area, have a
recent account of your inventory to
provide the insurer. Make several copies,
both physical and electronic, and keep
all pertinent documents in different
locations, including a water-tight box.
Review your insurance policy. It can
be helpful to know in advance what is
and isn’t included in your plan.
Stage a drill. Every person should
know his or her role, where water, electrical and gas shutoffs are and emergency contact numbers. Keep all employee contact information up to date with
both cell phone and email information.
Have your camera ready with batteries. One helpful thing you can do right
after disaster strikes is photograph the
damage—once safe to do so. Photograph
everything, including floodwater levels,
roof damage, structural damage, and
downed power lines and trees.
Back up vital computer data. The
information on a computer is often more
important than the computer itself.
As for the don’ts? If you don’t
already have impact-resistant windows,
don’t delay putting up plywood just
because you don’t want customers to
think you’re already closed. Instead
hang a “We’re Open!” sign.
latory compliance manager with
Therma-Tru, also expects the
change to bring opportunities for
a number of reasons, particularly
with the number of expensive
homes in Florida. Of these homes,
he says many of them are very traditional in design and he’s seeing a
lot of decorative glass used.
“Homeowners don’t want ugly

The decorative panel in impact doors, as in this Signature Door, is just that—
decorative. The stopping power is in the exterior lite.

shutters on expensive homes,”
says Jasperson. “There are also
significant insurance company
discounts for impact products. All
of this equals a good market for
decorative/leaded impact glass.
It’s an opportunity to reach more
customers.”
Signature Door based in Altoona,
Pa., is unique in that it not only man-

ufactures doors, but its decorative
glass as well. According to Denny
Nixon, Jr., national sales manager,
they are also prepared for any market changes that may come as a
result of the new code requirements.
“[Once] the codes are enforced it
will likely benefit us,” says Nixon.
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Growth Opportunity
continued from page 41

Meeting Demand

There are a range of decorative, impact-resistant glass products in a variety of
home styles, such as this one from ODL.
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“We were one of the first custom
wood door manufacturers to have
Miami-Dade certification and we
did so as a company early. We
found the toughest code and built
our products to meet or exceed it
and that’s still Miami-Dade.”
Nixon explains that the major
wind-speed zones are mostly
based on Miami-Dade requirements, which, are also stricter as
far as product substitution
allowances.
“Per Miami-Dade, if you change
a component from one you have
tested to one you haven’t, you no
longer have a fully tested and
proven system,” says Nixon.
Scott Spence, senior product
manager with ODL in Zeeland,
Mich., agrees and his company is
also prepared for the upcoming
changes.
“I think this could bring
increased opportunities,” says
Spence, noting that while the
wind-borne debris region has
increased to cover new areas,
www.dwmmag.com

there are other areas, such as the
panhandle region, that have
reduced this requirement.
“We’re well positioned with our
current product, and I think most
of our customers are as well. As
the codes have been adjusted we
now have more historic data on
hurricanes to define what each
region of Florida needs,” Spence
says. “So we see that the code
requirements have been strengthened in some areas and lessened
in others. The code has more actual data now by which to set the
requirements.”
He adds, “Overall I think it’s a net
win and an opportunity.”
Others agree, including Dolores
Juarez, senior product manager/
glass, with Masonite.
“As a result of the code change
this means we will be marketing to
a broader region,” says Juarez. “We
will also be working with our customers to make sure they are aware
of the changes and have the products they will need.”

>I

As with any change, there will
likely be some challenges and obstacles to overcome. While the new
ASCE requirements are not necessarily any more stringent, there may
be some confusion about them.
Jasperson explains, “[the code
has] gone from stress design to
strength design, but there is an
allowed conversion factor to get
back to stress design so the end
result stays about the same. Design
pressures will stay about the same,
or in some cases slightly lower, but
I think there will be some confusion at first.”
Making sure the dealers, distributors and customers in the new
regions are aware of the changes
will be critical.
“Customers will have to pay attention to the market, what they are selling and where they are selling, as
well as the needs of the consumers,”
says Contat. “With the increasing
demand, manufacturers will have to
stay ahead of the curve; you don’t
want to miss an opportunity.”
Jasperson adds, “It’s also important
for manufacturers to make sure they
have the correct Florida product
approvals in place.” The process otherwise, he notes, can be costly and
time-consuming. “Plus, if a company
does not have someone on staff
actively engaged in regulatory compliance, they might not even be aware
of the changes that are coming.”
“It’s really about educating the
dealer and distributor,” says
Spence. “Code language can be
[challenging] to read, write and
understand. You have to dissect
what it’s saying and how it will
affect customers in this particular
region of the country.”
Nixon agrees there could also be
challenges for those companies
selling in regions that had been
non-impact, but are becoming
impact zones.
Masonite is also working to make
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unit from breaking in a high impact
sure its customers are aware of the Passing the Test
upcoming change.
As door manufacturers and deco- situation because it is possible that a
“We provide our customers with rative glass companies prepare for certified unit will suffer broken or
materials to share with consumers what could mean a business surge, cracked glass; the key distinction that
and builders that will help them there are a number of steps they are allows such a unit to earn its compliunderstand [the products] in all the taking to ensure their readiness. For ance certification is that the damaged
areas now covered,” says Juarez, the most part, though, when it comes unit did not allow the 2x4 test projecwho adds that there could be some to getting products in line, this step tile to penetrate through it.”
Nixon adds, “The stopping
product availability challenges at should require little extra time and
first. “We’re aware of the fact that effort, particularly since decorative power of the glass is in the outer
laminated lite. That’s what
certain shapes may not be
available [right away] given
maintains the envelope of
the broadening of the area.
the structure. The decorative lite has no stopping
However we’re working to
power. The laminated lite
expand
our
product
provides the structural suprange,” she says, explaining
port; the decorative is just
that her company is workthat—decorative.”
ing to make more products,
While door manufactursizes and shapes available
ers must have their entire
for the impact market.
assembly tested, it’s a differAnd while there are dealent scenario for companies
ers and distributors who
such as ODL, which manuare familiar with the
facturer and sell only the
changes and well-versed
decorative glass. So, how do
with impact products, there
they ensure compliance?
are also those who are not.
Builders Choice Supply in
“We test our product in a
LaBelle, Fla., for example, is
range of doors from differa distributorship well aware
ent manufacturers,” says
Spence. “We test the units
of the upcoming changes.
for impact in four to six
Currently the company is in
a non-impact region, but In anticipation of the growing impact region in Florida, major manufacturers’ doors
will require such products companies have expanded their line of decorative impact … and we work with the
code agencies to show the
once the new code takes products, such as this one by Therma-Tru.
performance compliance in
effect.
While the decorative products products are tested and constructed the same doors.”
Builders Choice Supply offers are in a fashion not unlike traditional/
special order only, Evelyn Esquivel, clear glass hurricane products.
Further Down the Line
“Typically an impact product
manager, says they are aware and
While there may be a few chalfamiliar with the expected changes. has one tempered lite of glass and lenges to start, manufacturers and
She says they feel ready and pre- one laminated lite of glass. The suppliers agree that the increased
pared for what’s to come.
laminated lite provides the protec- region will certainly provide future
“Like decorative, many impact tion,” explains Jasperson. “It’s the opportunities.
products are also special order and same construction for both clear
“I can see [this concept] being
our suppliers are able to provide us and decorative, though for decora- adopted by other states as well,”
tive/leaded you have the decora- says Spence. “[Code bodies] could
with those,” says Esquivel.
Her company sells to both builders tive panel in the airspace. The test- look to Florida to help out other
and retailers and she says her suppli- ing is the same for both. You also coastal areas.”
ers have provided helpful informa- have to have the whole door sysAnd Juarez adds, “The increasing
tion, such as brochures and emails, tem tested, not just the glass.”
range is really an opportunity for
Jasperson stresses, “We’re not sayabout the upcoming requirements.
dealer and distributors to partner
“We feel ready for the changes,” ing that a unit certified as meeting the with the builders and make them
she says.
code requirements will prevent the aware of the product availability.” ❙
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f Hurricane Andrew made
South Florida and much of the
Eastern seaboard realize the
importance of safe and sound
building components—including
doors and windows—then perhaps
Cyclone Yasi will have a similar
effect in parts of Australia. The
storm struck the Land Down Under
earlier this year, leaving behind an
estimated $3 billion in damages.
Researchers at the Cyclone Testing
Station and the School of
Engineering and Physical Sciences,
James Cook University conducted a
study that “reinforced the need to
design the whole low rise building
envelope, including cladding,
doors, windows, roller doors, eaves
lining and skylights to resist the
expected ultimate limit states wind
forces. It also highlighted the role of
dominant openings in determining
the internal pressures in buildings.”
Sound familiar?
Cyclones were a topic of discussion during Ausfenex 2011, which
encompassed the annual meetings of
the Australian Window Association
and the Australian Glass and Glazing
Association. The event took place
September 21-23 in Queensland,
Australia and brought more than
500 people together from both
groups for a program that covered a
range of topics.

I

Like-Minded
Thinking
Australia’s Fenestration
Industry Gathered to
Discuss Impact Products,
Trends and More
by Ellen Rogers
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Windows and Storms
Cam Leitch of the Cyclone Testing
Station at James Cook University, led
the discussion about windows and
cyclones. Leitch stressed that for the
windows it’s important to make sure
that all components, connections,
fasteners, etc. are designed and tested as a whole system.
“The windload action must be
less than the actual capacity,”
Leitch told his audience. “We can
not control the windload action,
but we can control the actual
capacity by using the correct design
parameters, etc.”
Speaking of external pressure,
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Bill Lingnell, an industry consultant and technical director for the Insulating Glass
Manufacturers Alliance, was one of the many speakers during Ausfenex 2011.

Leitch explained this is when the
wind blows over the buildings.
“The house diverts the streamlines; the house forces a change to
the wind-flow streamlines,” he said,
but stressed that the big issue is
internal pressure.

When Glass Breaks
“[When glass breaks], the internal pressure pressurizes the void
space of the house,” Leitch said,
noting that often when the door or
window breaks, the pressurization
is what pulls the roof off.
Likewise, wind-borne debris is
also important. Leitch said new
windload standards have increased
wind speeds and researchers have
found that debris can accelerate
very quickly.
As a result of Cyclone Yasi, which
Leitch called “a big fellow,” research
and studies have shown the importance of window performance.
Findings have shown a need for better door and window connections.
“Doors and windows are just
critical for good performance of the
building envelope,” said Leitch.
Julie Schimmelpenningh of
Solutia has given numerous presentations around the globe on
everything from glass and glazing
trends, codes and standards, and
laminated glass. Her stint Down
Under was no exception as she
spoke on “Glass and Windows – A

–

+

World of Possibilities.”
She began with a bit of history.
Looking back to castles, she pointed out there were no windows but
“the key as houses evolved was that
people wanted comfort,” she said,
and explained that the more glass
was used the more we learned. For
example, she said we eventually
found that putting glass on the
south side of the building would
allow the sun in and plants could
be grown inside—in greenhouses.
She also talked about the importance of energy requirements.
“You have to look at energy considerations because codes are driving us that way to conserve as
much as possible,” she said.
She also added that the trend
toward increasingly larger buildings also means increasingly larger
glass and windows.
“Everyone wants to be the biggest
building in the world,” she said.

Glass Market Report
Just as the North American
market has been impacted by
increasing imports of Chinese
glass, so, too, has Australia. And as
the U.S. construction industry
continues
to
struggle,
the
Australian market is doing so as
well. Steve Choat of Viridian gave
a report on the Australian glass
market and noted that in the past
two years the market has contin-
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For more on
Australia’s
housing market
scan this MS tag.

ued to see a gradual decline. He
said in the last year there has been
an 8-percent decline and the last
quarter was particularly weak.
Of
products
driving
the
Australian glass market, Choat
said windows represent about 69
percent of total glass requirements. Of the number, 54 percent
is residential and non-residential
is about 46 percent.
He said underlying demand for
residential glass is quoted at
180,000 housing units and there’s a
four-year average of 150,000 so
there is a big backlog. Choat said
confidence in the market is critical,
as is the availability of financing.
Likewise, there are many
opportunities with respect to
energy efficiency.
“There are plenty of solutions,
but we have to sell the benefits,”
he said. “Sell more effectively …
sell those high value products [so
we] have a more flourishing
industry.”
He added, “Yes it’s challenging ...
but [there’s] underlying strength
... sell the benefits to consumers.”
And the same holds true in the
United States: selling the benefits
of windows could just help keep
the industry moving forward,
despite slow conditions.
❙
Ellen Rogers is the assistant editor of
DWM magazine.
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Best in Show
DWM’s First Annual
GBA Award Winners
by Tara Taffera

W

ith hundreds of organizations exhibiting their products at GlassBuild America (GBA) in Atlanta, companies
have to do something pretty special to stand out. DWM magazine was on-hand and we have compiled our
best of the best from GBA. If you missed our online coverage, including three days of videos, two days of blogs
and several stories detailing products, you can still access it at dwmmag.com.

Most Passionate about Saving Companies Money
OptiGas/Praxair
“In our industry people look at
better extrusions and better spacers,
but they don’t look at gas-filling,”
said Mike McHugh, president
OptiGas. But if they did he said there
are efficiencies that may be realized
and a great amount of money to be
saved. This was the message
McHugh took to GlassBuild while
promoting the OptiGas 500 filling

machine and the newer 1000 model.
“For every liter of krypton that goes
in an insulating glass (IG) unit a liter
ends up on the floor,” he said. “We
think that’s a conservative number.”
The company teamed up with
Praxair to study the filling process
in the lab, and to discover how the
OptiGas could benefit window
manufacturers and save them
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Most Innovative “Machinery” Display
It’s not uncommon for a machinery supplier to exhibit at a trade
show yet not display its machines. Sometimes the cost of setting
up equipment causes some companies to simply set up a booth
with some literature and talk to attendees about their product
offerings. MECAL USA didn’t bring its machines to the show, per se,
but they were on display.
The company set up a large television—but it wasn’t just a video
of a machine. The TV was connected, via Skype, to the company’s
plant in Rockford, Ill. Attendees could see the machines running in
the plant and talk to plant personnel to ask questions. The company also had a staffer in the plant tweeting throughout the show.
www.dwmmag.com
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money. Researchers found that to
get the best performance, the
OptiGas machine uses both argon
and krypton in a unique way.
“Stop thinking about argon and
krypton as different,” said McHugh.
“Think about it as gas-filling.”
And when it comes to gas-filling,
the age-old question continues to
be asked: is it in there?
That’s where ThermalCERT
comes in. This verification process
is a new addition to the OptiGas,
that takes actual thermal conductivity measurements after the gas is
inserted. Companies then get a certificate to verify performance.
McHugh described ThermalCERT
as statistical process control.
“There is a science to it,” he said.
“It’s reading the thermal conductivity of the gas mix and that’s what
the OptiGas does.
“If you buy my competitors’ windows, I’m not saying the gas isn’t in
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there,” added McHugh. “But I’m
saying you don’t know.”
Though McHugh says manufacturers can receive maximum benefits
by using an argon/krypton mix, some
companies like the ThermalCert feature so much that if they want to use
the OptiGas for only argon they can.
McHugh agrees that, yes, the
machine is expensive.
“But the very first moment a
company puts this on the floor it’s a
positive cash flow,” he said. “I have
companies that use this that have
saved a few hundred thousand per
year in gas costs.” As of September,
the company had shipped eight
machines but McHugh expected
that to change.
“I believe there is going to be a
flood of people buying this,” he
said. “I make IG [he also serves as
president of Integrated Automation
Systems], so I understand what’s
important.”

Most
Innovative Company
Deceuninck North America
As housing starts are
down, companies are
searching for ways to be
innovative and ride out the
housing recession. Some are
finding opportunities for
growth, forging partnerships
and continue to move forward. Deceuninck North
America is one of these companies and its chief executive, Filip Geeraert, is excited
about the future. When
DWM magazine spoke to
him at the show, he pointed
out that the company has
three main messages: inno-
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Most Innovative Way to Showcase a Product
Lauren Manufacturing
Lauren Manufacturing took a unique approach to showcasing its sealing
solutions, including their patented iDea® Seal. The result was an eye-catching
display that drew people into the booth. Employees were then able to talk
about the product’s capabilities, as well as application engineering and
design assistance solutions offered by the company.
vation, design and sustainability.
Showing its commitment on
all three fronts, the company
announced that it has partnered
with Bayer MaterialScience LLC to
introduce Innergy™ Rigid Thermal
Reinforcements.
“Innergy is truly the next generation of thermal reinforcements. It
offers the same strength and durability of aluminum, but with unprecedented levels of thermal performance,” said Geeraert. Developed as a
better-performing alternative to aluminum reinforcements for PVC windows and door profiles, Innergy also
contains 20 percent bio-based
resins, and offers superior thermal
performance, which helps manufacturers achieve improved energy efficiency ratings.
The company also launched its
Revolution tilt-and-turn window.
The product features a seven-chamber thermal structure, the Innergy
Rigid Thermal Reinforcements and
the capability to achieve an R-value
of 7+. The window also is designed
for a C-50/DP-80 rating.
The company also has partnered
with JP Industrial to launch a recy-

cling program for its fabricators.
As part of the program, JPI, a
GreenCircle-Certified company, collects end cuts and other scraps from
Deceuninck’s fabricators and provides the recycled content to
Deceuninck so the company can reintroduce it
into the manufacturing
process.

“We provide an incentive for fabricators as we provide a premium
based on what we get back,” said
Geeraert. “We have a zero-waste goal,
and our partnership with JPI will help
us meet this goal by reclaiming
unused product that might have otherwise ended up in the waste stream.”
Geeraert says the company is not
done innovating. “I have a great
team who is energized and we have
designs ready now for 2012,” he said.
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Best in Show
continued from page 47

Most
Innovative Machine
GED Integrated Solutions
ATLAS
With the goal of helping manufacturers become more efficient while
reducing the cost of manufacturing
triples, GED Integrated Solutions
unveiled the Automated Tri-Lite
Assembly System (ATLAS). The glass

fabrication system produces triplepane insulating glass units (IGUs) in
20-second cycle times.
“Manufacturers who have seen it
are astounded,” said Bill Weaver,
GED’s president.
“The GED Triple Assembly
Unit was the best piece of equipment I saw at the 2011 Glass
Build Show in Atlanta,” agreed

Dean Tascarella of Serious Energy.
The machine can adapt to
unique IGU combinations, including small and large units, both dualand triple-glazed IGUs and in any
order or combination. This is made
possible through GED’s new Win
IG-5 software and the “no-touch”
Vortex vacuum lift technologies.
Operations can now schedule
each unique IGU in a one-piece
flow manner as the visual software
interface provides grid, spacer and
glass alignment.
“Our visitor report logs indicate
we had 85 percent of the show’s
attendees visited our exhibit to see
firsthand how this revolutionary
glass fabrication system produces
triple pane IG units in only 20 second cycle times,” added Weaver,
following the event. “We have every
confidence that ATLAS is quickly
becoming a true game changer
within our industry.”

Best Glass Innovations
Guardian Industries, ClimaGuard, 62/27
PPG Industries, Dynamic Glazing
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Sometimes glass is the
heating bills when it’s cold.”
sleeper of the GBA show, as,
While companies are looking
traditionally, few glass comfor energy savings, another catepanies show their wares. But
gory seeing growth is dynamic
this year, two of the major
glazing. Following that trend, PPG
glass manufacturers showhas partnered with Pleotint, a
cased their newest products,
producer of thermochromic film.
gaining the attention of winPPG’s Glenn Miner said he’s pardow companies.
ticularly excited about incorpoFirst, Guardian unveiled an
rating this particular dynamic
addition to its ClimaGuard
product with PPG’s Solarban 60
line—62/27: a triple-silver Window systems with dynamic Sunlight Responsive into an insulating glass unit
low-E, which Andy Russo, Thermochromic, or SRT™, interlayer technology by Pleotint, because, as the sun heats the
director, residential market LLC, adjust to changes in direct sunlight by darkening to a interlayer, it gradually changes
segment, said offers energy neutral-gray tint (left) as heat loads increase, then returning from transparent to opaque,
savings and an improved to their clearest state (right) as direct sunlight decreases.
rather than an abrupt transfer at
solar heat gain coefficient.
a certain temperature. Miner says
The 62/27 indicates that 62 percent of in all U.S. climate zones,” said Russo. “This that after about a year of working with
the sun’s visible light shines through newest addition to Guardian’s residential Pleotint, he’s found the product to be an
the glass, while 27 indicates that only glass series delivers clear, crisp views with economically feasible option that per27 percent of the sun’s heat makes its plenty of visible light and an improved forms well and offers good color, for
way through.
solar heat gain coefficient of 0.265. introducing dynamic glazing into retrofit
“Thanks to three microscopic layers of ClimaGuard 62/27 delivers what home- or new construction projects. The product
silver, Guardian ClimaGuard 62/27 low-E owners want: lower cooling bills can be used in custom, high-end homes
glass helps meet ENERGY STAR requirements when it’s hot outside and lower as well as commercial applications.
www.dwmmag.com
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Best Use of the iPad
to Design a Window
The Optimizer
Quanex Building Products
While the iPad is increasing in
popularity and being used more
frequently by door and window
companies, Quanex Building
Products Corp. introduced ‘The
Optimizer’ U-value calculator for
glazing systems. The program
estimates total window U-values
via a specially designed electronic application that works well on
the iPad.
“As the demand for energy-efficient systems continues to grow
and energy codes become more
stringent, it is becoming increasingly important for architects and
glazing fabricators to understand
and manage the variables of insulating glass systems,” said Joe Erb,
commercial sales specialist for
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Quanex Engineered
Products
Group.
“The Optimizer is
an invaluable tool
that saves significant
time
and
money during the
specification and
product development phases.”
Each
Quanex
salesperson
is
equipped
with
The Optimizer in
the field via their
iPad ® devices, enabling an
instant U-value assessment of
various combinations of framing
materials from its Mikron division with all common North
American IG spacers, glass packages, low-E coatings and gas fills.
In total, Quanex says the program can assess 45,000 combi-
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nations “to help users find the
right balance between cost and
performance.”
❙
Tara Taffera is the editor/publisher of
DWM/SHELTER magazine. Follow her on
Twitter @dwmmag, read her blog at
dwmmag.com and like DWM magazine
on Facebook to receive updates.
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For Doors, AMD
is the Place to Be
by Tara Taffera

Yes,

members of the
door, moulding
and
millwork
industries face significant challenges—but companies who attended the recent convention of the
Association of Millwork Distributors
(AMD) found a great deal of innovative products that can help set them
apart from the pack.
If you missed this annual event,
held in October in Nashville, Tenn.,
find out what companies had to
offer the distributors, pre-hangers
and other audiences in attendance.

Fiberglass
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One thing is for certain, fiberglass
continues on its growth curve as
many companies displayed fiberglass options. Tecton’s David Skaare
said fiberglass has caught on with
windows and now is moving to sills,
doors, etc., and showing growth.
The company offers a fiberglass
exterior door product that has been
on the market for five years. “But
we are rolling it out nationwide
now,” he said.
He reported that the product
offers fantastic thermal performance and longevity and can test up
to DP-90.
Tecton is selling the product to
pre-hangers and the company has
been picking up distributors across
the nation and by 2012, the product
should be in most states, Skaare said.
Some door companies report
that attendees are hard-pressed to
discover the differences among
fiberglass and wood doors.
“We are trying to take what we
know in wood and bring it to fiberglass,” said Matthew O’Shea, director of marketing with Glasscraft.
“We are getting pretty high interest
www.dwmmag.com

from people. They are coming to
knock on it and touch it to figure
out what material it is.”
“Fiberglass is a big market and
there is a lot of room for someone like
us who has a lot to offer,” he added.
Companies are also offering a
variety of options in their fiberglass
doors, including simulated divided
lite (SDL) options. Mastergrain’s
Ken Kussen said the company
recently introduced the Craftsman
line and offers the fiberglass SDLs
in almost any configuration.
“Customers really appreciate the
strength of our integrated Craftsman
shelf design. It is not taped on like
many competitive designs,” he said.
The company is only four years
old and Kussen said sales are up 20
percent from last September, further showing the growth of the
fiberglass category.

Introducing Concept Doors
Companies looking for a variety of
door types could find them at the Tru
Tech Doors booth, which featured a
variety of door lines including woodedge, steel-edge and fiberglass.
The company also took advantage of the AMD event to show some
concept products including one
temporarily named “Steelwood.”
The door is steel on one side and
wood laminate on the other. “It
has all the beauty of wood on the
inside with the durability of steel
on the outside,” said Tru Tech’s
John Laurendi.
The company also unveiled
other
innovations
such
as
adjustable hinges for steel doors, a
new SDL program for its
Harbourcraft doors, and a new
mechanism to operate its blinds.
“If the mechanism comes off it

>I

goes back on easily with the magnet strike,” said Laurendi.
“Attendees were impressed with
the Belmont’s construction, including its 2-inch laminated strand lumber (LSL) or optional 4-inch stiles,
polyurethane foam core, square
edge design and more,” he added.
ODL also took advantage of the
trade fair to showcase some new
designs. While ODL exhibited on the
show floor, it was after show hours
that it really created some buzz as
the company invited distributors to
look at some possible new designs.
One of these was the Array door
design which utilizes steel.
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Check out more
photos from AMD by
viewing DWM/SHELTER’S
photo slideshow.

A series of seminars
were given at AMD. For
an update on how to
market to remodelers
scan middle tag and
for the economic forecast scan bottom tag.

Top: Paul Winans told AMD attendees how to reach remodelers. Middle: Steves and
Sons introduced some new products but also made news for capturing AMD's Most
Original Booth award for its country-themed display. Right: AMD past president Dan
Warren welcomes attendees in the absence of AMD president Audrey Dyer who
couldn't make the event due to the death of her mother-in-law. Warren read Dyer's
remarks which included: "survival is a requirement."
“This is for people who desire a
unique approach for their exterior
door,” said Barbara Herman, part of
the ODL new product development
team. “This goes after a segment we
don’t even touch. It’s definitely a
different design aesthetic.”
The door is designed for urban
lofts, mid-century homes and
modern homes, and can control

+

light and privacy. While it was
shown in silver the design could
be available in different colors
and materials.
“It offers complete privacy, but can
also let in the light,” said Herman.
“We know people want that control.”
Krosswood Doors unveiled its

continued on page 52
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For Doors, AMD
is the Place to Be
continued from page 51
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new Krosscore, in what the company describes as a new innovation in
interior doors. The doors offer the
appearance of real wood, with a
100-percent recycled core without
stile and rail separation. The company says its KrossWeave technology
permanently bonds real hardwood
to the engineered door surface for
improved strength and quality.
“The product is made from recycle d materials and comes at a great
price point,” said Jason Olding.
“We’ve gotten the distributors
excited and the lumberyards excited. And they are paying to put it in
their showrooms.”
All companies are concerned
with saving money and Front Line
Building Products’.
Larry Kerscher said the company’s new pre-clad wood frame offers
a huge shop labor savings for prehangers. The product will be available in the first quarter of next year.
“This will save pre-hangers 10minute-per-door in shop labor
savings,” said Kerscher.
Front Line also added the manufacturing of specialty transoms to
its selection and Kerscher said that
overall business has been good.
“We have had a lot of new business in the remodeling market,”
said Kerscher. “The door shops
haven’t been hit as hard. People are
replacing their doors.”
Many companies are making it
easier than ever to do just that. For
example, the Combination Door Co.
offers its Easy Change wood combination storm and screen doors.
“It’s easy to pop the sash out and
put the screen in,” said president
Dan Schmidt.
Masonite also had a variety of
door options on display—in fact,
most of the items in the booth were
new, according to the company’s
Jack Thornton.
The new items include a new
cherry finish on the AvantGard line
www.dwmmag.com

and new glass styles in the
Barrington line. The company is
also coming out with a new line of
Craftsman doors. Masonite showed
this new style in steel, but will also
have it in fiberglass.
For interior doors, the company
now offers a glazed version with
various half glass options, as well as
routed MDF interior doors.
With all the new options, what is
getting the most attention?
“People are really taking notice
of the new fir grain,” said Thornton.
At PrimeLine, it all came down to
security. The company featured its
Defender Security, premium security
door and window screens. The product is new to North America, according to Lewis Kasner, director of product development and training.
The stainless steel mesh passes
and exceeds knife shear testing, and
all components have a chromatic
primer with a powder coat finish.
Additionally, the doors feature multipoint locks for swinging and sliding.

Door Components
In addition to complete door
systems, companies offered components for doors as well. Imperial
Products by Homeshield, a
Quanex company, featured a variety of door components including
its high-performance thresholds
which utilize the company’s
patented ImperiSeal™ continuous
filament technology, providing
optimal resistance to environmental stresses, moisture penetration
and temperature changes.
Jim Meeks, engineering manager,
said ImperiSeal also helps with
doors that are not installed properly.
“You simply turn a screw to
adjust it,” he said. “When you pull
the old door out sometimes meeting up real world applications creates challenges … and this product
can help with those challenges.”
At Generation 4 Sales Jay
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Lawrence pointed out that the
company is known for its hinges, so
attendees came by to see what the
company has to offer in terms of
this product line. But the company
also unveiled the LockMaster last
year and “it is definitely growing,”
said Lawrence.
At the booth, the product was
front and center to continue promotion of this multi-point door
locking system.

Moulding, Millwork and More
It wasn’t all about doors at AMD.
Companies, including Royal Building
Products, showcased their mouldings, along with decking products.
“A lot of distributors also sell
decking so we are focusing on that
here at the show,” said Royal’s Tim
Dykstra. “PVC decking is where the
market is headed—this is the fastest
growing segment.” The company
also featured its Envelop Window
Surround System including S4S.
“This is the fastest growing board
so we will be promoting that part of
the business more,” he said.
“We’re going to take share,” said
Dykstra. “Conversions happen at
the lumberyard level. We have the
products but we have to work on
getting our name out there more.”
Door companies weren’t the only
ones looking for feedback on new
products not yet available. Arauco
representatives were talking to people about its TruChoice Arauco
Marble prime.
“This is a high-end finish for
commodity mouldings,” said the
company’s Phillip Kleiss. “We are
getting some good feedback.”
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Top: AMD attendees mingle during the
closing cocktail party. Right: Tru Tech
Doors showed off its variety of door
designs including some new prototypes to
gain feedback from attendees. Bottom:
ECMD used an innovative display to show
attendees the variety of species it offers.
ECMD featured unique patterns
“that you won’t see anywhere else,”
according to Al Delbridge. “We
have very unique patterns and are
showing what we manufacture. The
other part of the booth shows our
350 SKUs.”
The company had a unique display featuring all the new products
it offers as a distributor, including
Canadian spruce, inland red cedar,
Southern yellow pine, white pine in
different patterns, reversible patterns and more.
“We didn’t label the products as
we wanted people to talk to us
about it,” said Delbridge.

Software
Software suppliers, such as
Woodware, were on-hand to help
companies build doors easily. “The
goal of our new browser-based system was to provide a vehicle for millwork company’s employees who
weren’t necessarily experts,” said
Woodware’s Nick Carter. “And as
products get more complicated this
makes it easier to build a door. This
also makes it easy to allow customers
to enter orders and have access to
their account information 24/7.”
To that end the company developed a browser-based system that
can work on a computer or an
iPad—but is not tied to the iPad.

And with the new system, companies don’t have to know specific
codes as they had to in the past.
“With it being browser-based we
didn’t have to develop an app and
it’s not limited to Apple’s browser.
Some of the other browsers are
more flexible,” said Carter.
“Eventually, use of tablet devices
will start catching on … We are
showing customers that we have a
lot of options and they can use what
works best for them,” he added.
Majure talked to attendees about
its four add-on modules. Its event
management system has received
the most traction lately said Patrick
Majure. One of these modules, Pulse,
tells the status of orders and lets customers know where they stand.

A Positive Show
Overall, comments about the
AMD show were positive and there
was optimism in the air.
“I am pleasantly surprised
because when I look at the list there
are some names that I haven’t seen.
That’s always a good sign,” said
Combination Door’s Schmidt.
One company new to AMD was
extremely pleased with the event.
“I never knew about AMD,” said

Jonathan Chauvette, sales manager, EuGénie Technologies. “But
this is exactly our market—prehanging companies—so I am glad
we are here.”
Ron Safford, president of
Parrett Manufacturing said he
“was impressed with the traffic of
the show this year.”
He added that some areas of the
industry are doing better than others.
“We do a lot of historical work
and that has been doing well,”
said Safford. “High-end new home
construction is still finding good
demand.”
The 2012 AMD Convention will be
held October 8-11 in Louisville, Ky. ❙
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What WouldYou Do?

Fixing a Botched Installation Job
Reinstall or Sell All New Windows?
BY

f you’re in the door or window
business I’m sure your friends
and family ask you door and
window questions fairly frequently.
“My window is leaking.” “My glass
is fogging.” “I’m replacing my windows—what type should I buy?”
This is your business so I’m sure

I

TARA

TAFFERA

you don’t mind helping them find
the best solutions. The same thing
happens to me and I wanted to
share a situation I encountered
recently. And at the end I want you
to tell me: If you were the contractor called to this house, what would
you have done?

The homeowner's six-year old home had the windows installed improperly which caused
water intrusion. If you came to this house what solution would you have offered?
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Are “Paycheck Collectors”
on Your Payroll?
Contractor number two, a replacement window company, had some great
insights to share regarding the differences among replacement and new construction installers. He told me that he is so disheartened with new construction installers that he flat-out won’t hire them.
“In new construction, installers don’t care. In 365 days, the builder [and
installer] knows he can wipe his hands of that house. I give a longer warranty.
It’s my name on the line,” he says.
He talked to me about the differences in remodeling and new construction.
“The biggest problem is that the window installers are unsupervised,” he
adds. “There is a builder sitting in a trailer somewhere down the road who may
ride by every once in a while but really there is no accountability.”
“I don’t hire paycheck collectors,” he adds. “You know what they care
about—Fridays.”
What are your thoughts on new construction versus replacement installers?
Email your thoughts to ttaffera@glass.com.
www.dwmmag.com
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The Dilemma
One of my neighbors is a good
friend and running buddy, and during one of our recent morning runs
she told me about her window
dilemma. Her house is only six
years old, and we both live in the
same development. She’s noticed
“leaky” windows for several
months. A contractor friend of hers
told her the window installer never
taped the windows, which is why
she has also noticed water intrusion. Well, the situation exploded,
so to speak, during Hurricane Irene
in late August, which brought
heavy rains to many states, including Virginia. Her carpets were
soaked due to all the rain that came
through several of the windows.
She contacted a few different contractors for ideas on how to solve
the problem and I asked if I could
pop in and observe.

Window Company Number 1
She scheduled an appointment
with a big-name remodeler and all
that rep wanted to do was sell her
new windows. (This company also
does siding and told her the siding
she has is of inferior quality and she
should replace that as well.) The
quote for nine windows was $19,000.
The sales rep, dressed very professionally, began with the sales
pitch but didn’t look at the windows
until an hour or so later and didn’t
offer a whole lot of solutions. After
disclosing who I was, I did ask him:
“Is there anything that can be done
to save these windows?” He simply
replied, “Well, I certainly shouldn’t
be in a house that is only six years
old.” But still he left the $19,000
quote with the homeowner.
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Share Your Dilemma with DWM
Do you have a dilemma to share? Do you want to ask DWM’s more than
35,000 subscribers: what would you do? Send your dilemma to
ttaffera@glass.com. Your name and company will remain anonymous.

Window Company Number 2
Contractor number two also
offered windows and siding, along
with roofing. But unlike number one,
this contractor was a small local,
family-owned company serving the
Northern Virginia area. I should disclose that the owner of company
number two is married to the homeowner’s cousin in this situation.
The contractor came to the
house in jeans and a T-shirt,
climbed on his ladder and started
assessing
the
situation.
He
summed it up this way: The
installer used Tyvek tape instead of
window tape. The windows were
nailed to the Tyvek instead of the
substrate. “We’re looking at new
Tyvek [for portions of the siding the
homeowner removed] and labor,”
he said. “We also need to install
four pieces of J-Channel.”
“They did it all backwards,”
added the contractor. “The siding is
fine and the windows are fine. We
want to take everything down and
do it the proper way.”

The End Result
Which contractor do you think
my friend chose? Yes, it was contractor two. Her windows and sid-
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The best rigid
warm edge
solution for
insulating glass

ing have now been put back
together and installed correctly.
Virginia has had some killer rains
in the past few months and she
reports that all is well—no leakage
through the windows.

Additional Thoughts
I’m also curious to hear how often
your company pitches new windows
to owners of relatively new homes.
During another run, about a year
before, this same friend told me that
a representative of one of the top five
window companies knocked on her
door to sell her new windows. I
remember being pretty surprised
that a window company would target a new housing development.
Although I am not happy with our
current windows and wish more efficient ones had been installed (we
installed window film to help block
some of the sun’s rays), I surely won’t
be buying new windows anytime
soon if I can help it.
Do you target homes less than
ten years old if you know your windows can improve energy efficiency
for the homeowner? If yes, how do
you get over that initial stumbling
block and the mentality of homeowners like me?
❙

What Would You Have Done?
(Choose all that apply.)
 I would have quoted new windows.
 I would have looked at the damage and how the windows were installed
before I sat down for my one-hour sales pitch.
 I would have fixed the problem as contractor number two suggested.
 None of the above. Please state your solution.
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
Email your answer to ttaffera@glass.com, or circle your answer and fax this
page to 540/720-5687. Answers will remain anonymous. General thoughts and
comments on the above situation are also welcome.

SWISSPACER –
engineered in Switzerland!
• Energy saving
• Comfort
• Aesthetics
• Reduced Condensation

SWISSPACER DISTRIBUTORS
North East USA, Eastern Canada

Steve Brown Machinery Solutions Inc.
1845 Jean-Monnet St
Terrebonne, QC, Canada J6X 4L7

Phone: +1 (888) 430-4481
Fax: +1 (450) 477-6937
North West USA, Western Canada

Coniston Products Ltd.
7550 MacDonald Road
Delta, BC, Canada, V4G1N2

Phone: +1 (604) 952-6092
Fax: +1 (604) 952-6093
South West USA

West Coast Machinery Solutions, LLC
4008 SHADY RIDGE DR.
92881 CORONA, CA, USA

Phone: +1 (626) 347-2932
Fax: +1 (626) 498-2024
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Introducing...

COATINGS

launched in the coming months.
The company says that once complete the F3 product offering will
meet the varied performance and
technology needs of industrial
wood finishers across markets
and industries.
❙❙➤http://oem.sherwin.com

New Varnish Goes
Formaldehyde Free
The Product Finishes Division
of Sherwin-Williams has developed the formaldehyde-free SherWood ® F3 Kemvar ® varnish for
industrial wood finishing applications. As a drop-in replacement
for conventional conversion varnish technology, finishers can
now meet the high performance
and appearance expectations of
their customers while addressing
the growing interest in reducing
indoor air contaminants, such as
formaldehyde.
The Sher-Wood® F3 Kemvar
varnish is the first offering in
Sherwin-Williams line of F3formaldehyde free finishing products, with other Sher-Wood® F3
topcoats and sealers to be

Get a Wood
Finish for Fiberglass
If you are looking for a waterborne stain to offer a wood finish
for fiberglass doors, Evotech
Industrial Coatings, offers its 528
stain series to meet these needs.
The series offers a flexible coating
for fiberglass doors, that provides
a rich and warm wood appearance, but without the cost or
maintenance, according to company literature.
Other advantages cited include

®

HARDWARE

Secure and
Sustainable Solutions
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Sustainability and security are primary concerns for window companies.
To address these needs Securistyle has
expanded its offerings with two new
products, the Defender door lock and
the Parallel Plus hinge.
“Unlike any other multi-point door
lock, [the Defender] offers excellent
flexibility so that homeowners can be
secure in their properties, but have an
easy escape route in the event of a
fire. The Defender door lock allows the
door to be secure from the outside—
conforming to all relevant standards,
while the inside of the door is
unlocked allowing easy escape in the
event of a fire,” says sales manager
Paul Joyce.
The lock has a fully secure mode,
which not only helps prevent burglars
from getting in from outside, but also
prevents them from using the door as
their escape route if they gain entry
by other means. It also has two other
settings that allow the door to be
www.dwmmag.com

closed but not locked and to allow it
to be locked from the inside and out
with a key.
Joyce says the Parallel Plus hinge is
perfect for green buildings.
“This hinge system is a unique
product that offers excellent natural
ventilation by providing a balanced
airflow around the entire window
opening. The Parallel Plus has also
tripled the weight of window sash
that can be operated manually. In
the past windows weighing 60kg

needed to be motorised, but the
Parallel Plus hinge system allows
vents of up to 200kg in weight and
2.5 metres in height to be manually
operated. It’s a particularly popular
system because installing parallel
opening windows into the building
façade is the most effective way to
achieve a sustainable, naturally ventilated solution and being able to
maintain the parallel aesthetics
when the window is open.”
❙❙➤ www.securistyle.co.uk
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SCREENS

To the Max
a coating that is isocyanate free,
low VOCs and low heat build up.
In addition, it is durable in all
weather conditions and available
in a variety of colors including
red oak, red mahogany, Sedona
red, red chestnut, cherry and
dark walnut.
The series also features a satin
finish that comes with a 10-year
warranty, adheres well to PVC, fiberglass, pre-painted steel and other
synthetic substrates.
The coatings also meet AAMA
613-02 specifications.
❙❙➤www.evotechind.com

Finishing Touches
Midwest
Prefinishing
in
Middleton, Wis., offers the
ProFinish™ finishing process that
it says combines the latest technologies, quality control checks
and many other details designed
to help manufacturers save
money. For example, the company
offers a top-flight spray, color and
curing technology it says offers
consistent quality. Other details
include a hand-wiped oil finish,
accurate, custom-color capabilities and large production capacity
that helps reduce lead times.
Through its process, the company says doors are sanded as
needed with a combination of
wide belt, random and touch-up
sanding. The stain is sprayed
onto the door automatically in a
controlled path and movement,
and sealer is also spayed in
metered, consistent amounts and
often cured. Doors are also
mechanically and hand-sanded,
sprayed with a topcoat and dried
in an infrared oven. The company
adds that moulding prefinishing
is performed in the same controlled manner.
❙❙➤www.midwestprefinishing.com
continued on page 58

Screen manufacturer Stoett
Industries in Defiance, Ohio, now
uses WeatherMax 80 fabric by
Safety Components to create
enclosures that withstand harsh
weather while still maintaining
aesthetics.
The company says because its vertical panels are pulled up and down frequently, the fabric must be lightweight yet durable. WeatherMax, it adds, has
twice the strength and six times the abrasion resistance of acrylic and is recyclable. It also has a HydroMax finish that can repel water and is breathable,
limiting the growth of mold and mildew.
WeatherMax 80 fabric is available in 20 colors.
❙❙➤ www.stoett.com

Sun Windows Selects Quanex
for Replacement Window Screens
Quanex Building Products announced a new partner with its growing online
resource for made-to-order door and window replacement screens and grilles.
Quanex’s ScreenItAgain.com has been selected to provide replacement window
screens for Sun Windows, Inc., a supplier of windows that are available through
authorized dealers across more than a dozen midwestern and southern states.
“Sun Windows Inc. is excited about the opportunity to best serve our end
users through this new innovative and intuitive website for replacement screen
products,” said Frank Anderson, president of Sun Windows.
ScreenItAgain’s production facilities are optimized for precision craftsmanship
and fast turnaround. Once an order has been confirmed, the ScreenItAgain production team takes over and product is guaranteed to ship within three business days.
❙❙➤ www.quanex.com

No Bugs About It
Interlock USA has upgraded
its HEMISPHERE™ retractable
insect screen with a number of
new features designed to deliver
heightened performance and
more options.
Included in the upgrades are a
number of new finishes. Three
powder-coat colors, black, gray,
and white, are available for aesthetic diversity and architectural options. In addition, the screens have been engineered to accommodate applications of greater
magnitude. They are now available in 9-foot, 9.8-foot and 10.5-foot heights.
Also, newly designed adjustment blocks no longer require fixing screws, and
are delivered pre-assembled for quick installation. Likewise, the company adds
that the screens feature easy-to-install cord cassettes with greater tolerance
for double screen applications.
In addition, the top track, bottom channel and jamb mount aluminum extrusions come pre-drilled and countersunk; top cover strips have been eliminated
and replaced by cassette retainer clips, which snap into place, preventing bowing of the cassettes under tension; and the new screen now features handle bar
cover strips designed to conceal the handle and adjustment block channels.
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GLASS

New Spaces
Pilkington North America Inc.
says it is now offering a solution for
balancing historical preservation
with modern comfort and environmental requirements with its new
Pilkington Spacia™, a vacuum construction that seals low-E glass with
clear float glass with a thin vacuum
layer. With an overall slim profile, it
can be used in existing frames in
older buildings and maintains the
building’s original aesthetics while
providing modern comfort.
According to the company, the new vacuum glazing can help improve energy costs and acoustic performance, as it offers improved thermal insulation
compared to single glazing. The vacuum gap also helps reduce heat flow by
minimizing convection and conduction between the glass lites. The gap
between the two lites can be as small as 0.2 mm, giving an overall thickness of
just over 6 mm, according to the company. Heat loss through radiation is limited through one of the glass lites having a low-E coating, similar to that used in
conventional modern double glazing.
❙❙➤ www.pilkington.com/na

WINDOWS

Window Expansions
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Vytex Windows has expanded its
window offerings with the new
Fortis Series®, which it says has an
R-50 DP rating and an air infiltration rating of 0.05 cfm/ft2. The main
frame sill has three sealing locations, including a structural sill
interlock that nests into a receptor
on the bottom sash. This, coupled
with a frame sill dam that is mortised behind the jambs, provides
for increased structural integrity
and decreased air and water infiltration, according to the company.
The new series comes standard
with VyCore™ insulating foam in
the frame and sash members as
well as ThermaCore™ composite
reinforcement in the meeting rails.
The standard dual-pane lowE/argon double-hung unit achieves
a 0.26 U-Value, with U-Values as
low as 0.16 in a triple pane configuration, the company adds. An R-5
dual-pane insulating glass unit
www.dwmmag.com

with out hard coat low-E on surface
number 4 is also optional.
The Fortis Series® utilizes a new,
inverted constant force balance
system that the company says provides up to a 50-percent reduction
in operating force for a smoother
operation compared to typical balance systems.
❙❙➤ www.vytexwindows.com

Play it Safe
The latest from Gorell was developed with child safety in mind. The
new window opening control device
(WOCD) is optional on the compa-

>I

ny’s double-hung, single-hung and
sliding window models. As a ventilation limit latch, the WOCD is “always
on,” designed to make it less likely
that a child could open a window
and accidentally fall out.
WOCDs can replace the company’s existing ventilation latches for
homeowners who need to comply
wit h new building codes to help
prevent children from falling out of
second-story (or higher) windows.
The option is also ideal for those
who are concerned about child
safety. The WOCDs feature a bright
red color and always stick out—
they must be operated to open the
sash more than 4 inches—unlike
standard vent latches, which can be
toggled on or off.
The new WOCDs meet the fall
protection requirements of ASTM
F2090-08 and ASTM F2006-10,
according to the company.
❙❙➤www.gorell.com

Assuring Performance
WinDoor Inc.’s V-100 Series, vinyl
tilt and turn has undergone a number
of testing and certifications that
demonstrate performance abilities.
The window achieved Anti-Terrorism
Force Protection protocols under the
ASTM F 1642-04 and the GSA TS01
testing requirements. The V-100
series, according to WinDoor,
achieved Performance Criteria 1 and
Protection Level Safe, with a Hazard
Level None under the GSA qualifying
conditions. Under the ASTM test hazard condition it achieved, No Break.
The size tested was a 48- x 72-inch
unit and all blast test calculations
were performed by a third-party
licensed engineer in accordance with
UFC requirements.
In addition, the series achieved
the R-5 super-insulating standard
by the National Fenestration
Rating Council. According to the
company, test labs certified a Ufactor of 0.18 and SGHC of 0.05,
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qualifying for R-5 category under
the DOE’s guidelines.
The company notes that the V100 window has design loads of
non-impact +130/-150 and impact
qualifications of +100/-130, as well
as water performances up to 30 PSF
and air infiltration as low as .014.
❙❙➤www.windoorinc.com

MOULDINGS
AND MILLWORK
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LIT BITS

Highlighting Product Details
Ventana USA has created a new brochure titled
“Light – Open Space – Comfort,” about its Euro lift
and slide doors. The brochure is designed for window manufacturers in communications with end
customers, builders and architects.
Featuring large format photographs, the brochure
details numerous applications for the lift and slide
doors. Also included are technical details as well as product advantages such as
energy efficiency, operating comfort, barrier-free thresholds and light-filled rooms.
❙❙➤ www.ventana-usa.com

Get a Clean Edge
The Restoration Millwork® PVC
trim line from CertainTeed is now
available with a new feature. The
new FinishedEdge™ offering provides a clean edge for the trimboards and corners through the
use of a proprietary heat-sealing process.

The company
says FinishedEdge is
trimmed perfectly flat for tight tolerances so that the board is sealed at
every touch point. Because the feature eliminates grooves and pockets
that can allow dirt to collect on the
surface, the company adds that no
cleaning or maintenance is necessary
to keep trimboards looking clean. The
product does not require painting,
but does have a paint-ready surface if
the builder or homeowner wishes to
add color. Its paintability, along with
its ability to be heat-formed into
curves and arches and the option of
TrueTexture™ or Smooth finish, provide builders and homeowners many
options, according to the company.
❙❙➤ www.certainteed.com

Yuba Expands
Production Capabilities
Yuba River Moulding & Millwork
Inc. has expanded its production
capabilities with the purchase of a
new Weinig Powermat 2000 moulder and two new prime lines,
which will include sanding and
buffing capabilities.
The company manufactures premium quality pine and MDF
mouldings and says it has a variety
of products for customers. Yuba
produces solid lineal, both in
domestic ponderosa/sugar pine
and radiata pine, solid CTL, fingerjoint and MDF mouldings, either
raw or primed. A bar-coding application also is available for material
that must be bar-coded.
❙❙➤www.yubarivermoulding.com

Need to
Hydro-Treat Your Lumber?
Are you looking for equipment to
aid in hydro-thermo-treatment for
lumber? If so, CS Industries, based
in Suwanee, Ga., offers equipment
for optimizing your rough mill. The
company explains that thermo
modification of lumber is a new
process in which lumber is exposed
to high temperature and low oxygen for controlled time periods.
The process results in structural
changes offering dimensional stability, durability and weather-resistant qualities while also darkening

the wood uniformly.
The company works with
Moldrup Systems, a Danish company specializing in drying and
treatment of lumber and offers
many patented systems. The
Moldrup process for thermal modification is one of its latest systems.

❙❙➤ www.hydro-thermotreatment.com

TOOLS

Accuracy Assured
To help companies determine the
argon and krypton
levels in glass layers,
the Check Point
portable O2 analyzer
is now available from
PBI-Dansensor America
Inc. in Glen Rock, N.J.
According to the company,
the analyzer features a small,
compact ergonomic design and
operates on four AA batteries for a
minimum of 2500 measurements. The
O2 sensor is electrochemical and the
O2 sample volume is less than 15 ml.
The company says accuracy is 0.2 percent in the range of 0 to 10 percent; 2
percent relative in the range of 10 to
100 percent.
In addition, the Check Point II
portable analyzer with data logging/download capabilities and
optional bar code scanner is also
available.
❙❙➤www.pbi-dansensor.com
❙
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Architectural Glass
Bent/Curved
Precision Glass Bending Corp.
P.O. Box 1970,
3811 Hwy. 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936
800/543-8796;
fax: 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
Door & Window
Machinery/Equipment
Erdman Automation Corp.
1603 South 14th Street
Princeton, MN 55371
763/389-9475;
fax: 763/389-9757
www.erdmanautomation.com
Global Sales Group, L.L.C.
PO Box 1835
Chico, CA 95927
877/474-5521
fax: 530/893-2244
www.globalsalesgroupllc.com
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444;
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
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Multiprocessing
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444;
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Saws
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444;
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com

To place your listing, please
contact Janeen Mulligan at
540/720-5584, ext. 112,
or email
jmulligan@glass.com.
www.dwmmag.com

Saws, Cut-Off
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444;
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Saws, Double-Miter
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444;
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Testing Equipment

Automated Testing
Solutions, Inc.
3520 88th Ave. NE
Blaine, MN 55014
877/784-1775;
fax: 651/846-6808
www.automated-tests.com

Door Hardware &
Related Products
Amesbury
57 Hunt Road
Amesbury, MA 01913
800/217-5757;
fax: 800/289-6699
www.amesbury.com

Spacers
Edgetech IG Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
740/439-2338;
fax: 740/439-0121
www.edgetechig.com

Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.,
Suite 102C
Sharon Hills, PA 19079
800/352-0800
fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com

Truseal Technologies
6680 Parkland Blvd.
Solon, OH 44139
216/910-5100;
fax: 216/910-1505
www.truseal.com

Truth Hardware
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com

Insulating Glass
Machinery & Equipment
Bystronic Glass Inc.
13250 E. Smith Rd., Ste. H
Aurora, CO 80011
720/858-7700
fax: 720/858-7701
salesusa@bystronic-glass.com

Setting Blocks
Frank Lowe
Rubber & Gasket
10 Dubon Ct., Suite 1
Farmingdale, NY 11735
800/777-0202;
fax: 631/777-2560
www.franklowe.com
sales@franklowe.com

Vinyl Fabrication
Equipment
GED Integrated Solutions
9280 Dutton Drive
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/963-5401
Fax: 330/963-0584
www.gedusa.com

Doors
Fire-Rated Doors
SAFTI FIRST Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
888/653-3333
Fax: 888/653-4444
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Vinyl Welders
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444;
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com

Patio Doors
Panda Windows
& Doors, LLC
3415 Bellington Rd.
N. Las Vegas, NV 89030
702/643-5700
Fax: 702/643-5715

Door Components
Sill Pans
Jamsill, Inc.
PO Box 485
Talent, OR 97540
800/526-7455
fax: 541/488-7472
www.jamsill.com
info@jamsill.com

Insulating Glass &
Related Products
Connectors
EDUARD KRONENBERG
GmbH “EK”
Dingshauser Str. 6-10
42655 Solingen, Germany
+49 (0)212 / 222 88-0
fax: +49 (0)212 / 222 88-999
www.kronenberg-eduard.de
info@kronenberg-eduard.de

>I

GED Integrated Solutions
9280 Dutton Drive
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/963-5401;
fax: 330/963-0584
www.gedusa.com
Spacers
Edgetech IG Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
740/439-2338;
fax: 740/439-0121
www.edgetechig.com.
McKeegan Equip. & Supply
8411 Ronda Drive
Canton, MI 48187
734/459-5870;
fax: 734/459-9837
www.mckeeganequip.com
Lumber &
Engineered Lumber
Lumber, Hardwood and/or
Softwood
Parton Lumber Company
251 Parton Road
Rutherfordton, NC 28139
800/624-1501;
fax: 828/287-9423
www.partonlumber.com
info@partonlumber.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
Industry Services

Mouldings
PVC Profiles
Creative Extrusion &
Technologies
230 Elliot St.
Brockton, MA 02302
508/587-2290
fax: 508/580-0524
www.creativeet.com
sales@creativeet.com
Software
PMC Software Inc.
Bartles Corner Business Park
8 Bartles Corner Rd., Ste. 11
Flemington, NJ 08822
908/806-7824;
fax: 908/806-3951
www.pmcsoftware.com
ERP Software

Optimization Programs
Optima North America Inc.
3875 Blvd. St.-Jean Baptiste
Montreal, QC H1B 5V4
Canada
514/645-8998;
fax: 514/645-8558
sales@optima-america.com

Jobber/Distribution
DMSi Software
17002 Marcy St., Ste. 200
Omaha, NE 68118
402/330-6620 Ext. 142
fax: 402/330-6737
www.dmsi.com
dmsi@dmsi.com

Window Hardware
Truth Hardware Corp.
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884;
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com

WoodWare Systems
8304 Macon Terrace Road
Cordova, TN 38018
901/763-3999
fax: 901/763-4064
www.woodwaresystems.com

Employment/Help Wanted

Extrusions, Vinyl
Creative Extrusion &
Technologies
230 Elliot St.
Brockton, MA 02302
508/587-2290
fax: 508/580-0524
www.creativeet.com
sales@creativeet.com
Window Hardware &
Related Products
Amesbury
57 Hunt Road
Amesbury, MA 01913
800/217-5757;
fax: 800/289-6699
www.amesbury.com

Ponderosa Software
36 Thurber Blvd.
Smithfield, RI 02917
800/422-4782
fax: 401/232-7778
www.caisoft.com/ponderosa
info@caisoft.com

You’re probably paying too much if
you’re buying some place else!
Call us and start saving money!
Free tooling for large volumes.
508/587-2290 sales@creativeET.com
The Industry Standard Since 1950

Window Components
Truth Hardware
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com

Albat + Wirsam
10510 NE Northup Way
Suite 100
Kirkland, WA 98033
800/559-9921
www.a-w.de
carl.maerz@glaston.net

IT Director
For window manufacturing co. Excellent
salary, benefits, and work environment.
WTS Paradigm and window expertise is
a huge plus. Contact Frank Anderson,
President Sun Windows, Inc. Email:
fanderson@sunwindows.com

Visit
™

Join the thousands

Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.,
Suite 102C
Sharon Hills, PA 19079
800/352-0800;
fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com
Weatherstripping
UltraFab Inc.
1050 Hook Rd.
Farmington, NY 14424
800/535-1050;
fax: 585/924-7680
www.ultrafab.com
sales@ultrafab.com

CUSTOM PROFILE
EXTRUSIONS

who are logging on to
Door & Window
Manufacturer’s (DWM)
website each day for
the latest news and
industry-related
content.

• News items that are
published daily
• New featured content
• Surveys
• Videos
• RSS feed
• Timely coverage of
industry events

Bookmark it now!
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Texas
El Tropicano
Riverwalk Hotel

www.usglassmag.com/texpo
Co-sponsored by
DWM magazines
USGlass

Plan now to attend!
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STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATON
(This statement is published in compliance with the Act of October
23, 1962)
Door & Window Manufacturer (DWM) magazine is published 9 times
annually, for an annual subscription price of $45.00. Office of publication is located at 385 Garrisonville Road, Suite 116, Stafford, VA 22554;
Headquarters of general business offices of the publisher is located at
385 Garrisonville Road, Suite 116, Stafford, VA 22554.
Publisher/Editor: Tara Taffera, 385 Garrisonville Road, Suite 116,
Stafford, VA 22554.
Assistant Editor: Ellen Rogers, 385 Garrisonville Road, Suite 116,
Stafford, VA 22554. The owner is Key Communications Inc., 385
Garrisonville Road, Suite 116, Stafford, VA 22554. Stockholders holding
one percent or more of total amount of stock: Debra A. Levy. Known
stockholders, mortgages, and other security holders holding one percent
or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities: None.
The average number of copies of each issue during the twelve
months preceding the date shown is: (A) Total number of copies: 35,090
(B) Paid and/or requested circulation [(1) Sales through dealers and carriers, street vendors, or counter sales: 0; (2) Paid or requested mail subscription: 33,967]; (C) Total paid and/or requested circulation: 33,967;
(D) Free distribution by mail (samples, complimentary and other free):
190; (E) Free distribution outside the mail (carriers or other means): 176;
(F) Total free distribution: 365; (G) Total distribution: 34,333; (H) Copies
not distributed [(1) from office use, leftover, unaccounted, spoiled after
printing: 757, (2) Returns from News Agents: 0]; (I) Total: 35,090; (J)
Percent Paid and/or requested circulation: 98.94.
Actual number of copies of single issue published nearest to filing
date; (A) Total number of copies: 36,000; (B) Paid and/or requested circulation [(1) Sales through dealers and carriers, street vendors, or counter sales: 0; (2) Paid or requested mail subscription: 34,958]; (C) Total
paid and/or requested circulation: 34,958; (D) Free distribution by mail
(samples, complimentary and other free): 260; (E) Free distribution outside the mail (carriers or other means): 180; (F) Total free distribution:
440; (G) Total distribution: 35,398; (H) Copies not distributed [(1) From
office use, leftover, unaccounted, spoiled after printing: 602, (2) Returns
from News Agents: 0]; (I) Total: 36,000; (J) Percent Paid and/or requested circulation: 98.76%. I certify that the above statements made by me
are correct and complete.
Tara Taffera, Publisher.
www.dwmmag.com

January 18-21, 2012
3rd Doors & Windows
Technology International
Exhibition (Do-WinTech2012)
Sponsored by
Tehran International
Trading & Exhibition Co.
Tehran Int’l
Permanent Fairground.
Tehran, Iran.
❙❙➤ www.dowintech.com

January 23-24, 2012
Northeast Window and Door
Association (NWDA) 2012
Winter Meeting.
Sponsored by NWDA.
Doubletree Hotel.
Mt. Laurel, N.J.
❙❙➤ www.nwda.net

February 8-11, 2012
International Builders’ Show
Sponsored by the
National Association
of Home Builders (NAHB).
Orlando Convention Center.
Orlando, Fla.
❙❙➤ ww.buildersshow.com

February 26-29, 2012
75th Annual
AAMA Conference
Sponsored by AAMA.
Naples Grande.
Naples, Fla.
❙❙➤ www.aamanet.org

March 5-7, 2012
WDMA 2012 Spring Meeting
and Legislative Conference
Sponsored by WDMA.
Marriott Washington.
Washington, D.C.
❙❙➤ www.wdma.com

March 19-21, 2012
Moulding and Millwork
Producers Association
Annual Meeting/
Productivity Information
Exchange (PIE) 2012
Sponsored by: MMPA.
Loews Coronado Bay Resort.
San Diego.
❙❙➤ www.wmmpa.com

March 21-24, 2012
Fensterbau/Frontale 2012
Sponsored by
Nuremberg Messe.
Nuremberg, Germany.
❙❙➤ www.fensterbau.de
To submit events
for the calendar email
ttaffera@glass.com

April 1–5, 2012
NPE 2012
Sponsored by the Plastics
Industry Trade Association.
Orange County
Convention Center.
Orlando, Fla.
❙❙➤ www.npe.org

April 12, 2012
Fenestration Day™
Sponsored by DWM magazine.
El Tropicano Riverwalk Hotel.
San Antonio, Texas.
❙❙➤ www.usglassmag.com
/texpo/

June 10-13, 2012
AAMA National
Summer Conference
Sponsored by AAMA.
Marriott Oak Brook Hills.
Oak Brook, Ill.
❙❙➤ www.aamanet.org

August 22-25, 2012
International
Woodworking Fair 2012
Georgia World Congress
Center.
Atlanta.
❙❙➤ www.iwfatlanta.com

September 12-14, 2012
GlassBuild America
Sponsored by the
National Glass Association.
Las Vegas Convention Center.
Las Vegas.
❙❙➤ www.glassbuild
america.com

October 8–12, 2012
AMD 48th Annual
Convention & Tradeshow
Sponsored by
the Association of
Millwork Distributors (AMD).
Louisville, Ky.
TBD.
❙❙➤ www.amdweb.com

October 9-12, 2012
Remodeling Show 2012
Organized by
Hanley Wood Exhibitions.
Baltimore Convention Center.
Baltimore.
❙❙➤ www.remodeling
show.com

February 24-27, 2013
76th Annual AAMA
Conference
Sponsored by AAMA.
Loews Ventana Canyon.
Tucson, Ariz.
❙❙➤ www.aamanet.org

❙
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Company

Phone

Fax

Web Address

3

Cardinal Industries

952/935-1722

952/935-5538

www.cardinalcorp.com

14

Demountable Concepts

800/254-3643

856/863-6704

www.demount.com

65

Emes Marketing Inc.

905/886-1066

905/886-1266

www.emidisplays.com

37

Erdman Automation

763/389-9475

763/389-9757

www.erdmanautomation.com

5

Evotech Industrial Coatings

450/670-5888

450/870-8930

www.evotechind.com

23

Fenestration Day™

540/720-5584

540/720-5687

www.dwmmag.com/feneday

29

Fensterbau Expo 2012

+1.7 70.618 58 30

+1.7 70.618 58 31

Fenzi North America

416/674-3831

416/674-9323

www.fenzi-na.com

13

GED Integrated Solutions

330/963-5401

330/963-0584

www.gedusa.com

62

Glass TEXpo™

540/720-5584

540/720-5687

www.usglassmag.com/texpo

66

GM Wood Products

800/530-9211

231/652-3166

www.gmcompanies.com

Key Communications

540/720-5584

540/720-5687

www.dwmmag.com

11

ODL Inc.

800/253-3900

616/748-5472

www.odl.com

9

Panda Window & Doors

702/643-5700

702/643-5715

www.panda-windows.com

15

Pilkington North America

800/221-0444

419/247-4517

www.pilkington.com

31

Prodim

800/229-3328

772/226-5517

www.prodim-systems.com

21

Quanex Building Products

713/961-4600

713/877-5333

www.quanex.com

7

Royal Building Products

800/361-9261

800/265-5196

www.royalbuildingproducts.com

55

Swisspacer

+41 071 686 9279

+41 071 686 9275

17

Sturtz Machinery Inc.

330/405-0444

330/405-0445

www.sturtz.com

1

Tru Tech Doors

888/760-0099

877/760-9811

www.trutechdoors.com

C2

Truth Hardware

800/866-7884

507/451-5655

www.truth.com

32-33

61, 49

www.frontale.de/en.com

www.saint-gobain.com
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For more information on these companies’ products, visit http://products.dwmmag.com.
www.dwmmag.com
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Marketing Toolbox

Commanding Attention:
Let These Sites Inspire
When it comes to sales, companies need to grab their customers’
attention and keep it. Effective,
unforgettable marketing can do
just that—think Flo and her big,
tricked-out name tag and you know
exactly who the ad is for. Window
companies are not exempt from
needs to grab attention.

In this new section we’re sharing
some attention-attracting websites,
ads, brochures and other promotions that stand out.
Here’s a look at how one company
is marketing the “future” of windows.
“Where will you be when vinyl
windows die?” That’s the headline
on the home page of thv.com.
Alongside the headline is a tombstone that reads: “RIP Vinyl
Windows.”
“For years vinyl replacement windows have dominated the market. THV is at
the forefront of tomorrow’s
technology. Our composite
window insulates 214%
better than vinyl windows,” says the website.
At peakroofingcontractors.com, a visit to the site

is met immediately with a message
from a customer service representative, powered by TotalLiveChat.
The rep says, “Hi, my name is xx.
How may I help?”
Visit replacementwindowsfordummies.com and consumers will
see articles on energy-efficient tax
credits available in various states,
and other helpful information, but
they also see information from top
companies such as Milgard, JeldWen and Andersen. For example, in
one article Andersen representatives participated in a Q and A interview and answered questions
including: What are things homeowners should consider when seeking a sustainably produced window?
Do you have a marketing idea
you want to share? Email it to
ttaffera@glass.com.
❙

Subscribe to DWM Magazine for FREE
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Signature: ____________________________________________
Date: ________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________
City: _________________________________________________
State/Province: _____________________ Zip/Postal: __________
Country (if not USA): ____________________________________

1. Please check the ONE category that BEST describes the business
I WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE MY SUBSCRIPTION
activity of your company:
IN THE FORM OF:
1000 ❏ Manufacturer of windows
❏ PRINT ❏ DIGITAL
1100 ❏ Manufacturer of windows and/or doors and/or skylights
MY BUSINESS IS ENGAGED IN THE MANUFACTURING, FABRICATING
2000 ❏ Manufacturer of doors
OR DISTRIBUTION OF DOORS AND WINDOW PRODUCTS.
3000 ❏ Manufacturer of skylights or other fenestration products
4000 ❏ Suppliers of fenestration components or equipment (including glass)
❏ YES ❏ NO
5000 ❏ Dealer/Distributor
6500 ❏ Building Contractors
❏ Check here to also subscribe to the free weekly
7000 ❏ Manufacturer of mouldings/millwork
DWM e-newsletter.
9000 ❏ Others allied to the field, please specify:_______________________
3.
Please
check
ALL
the
types
of
work
2. Please check ALL the products or
materials your company manufactures:
your company performs:
A ❏ Wood B ❏ Aluminum C ❏ Glass
C ❏ Commercial R ❏ Residential
5. Number of employees at this location:
D ❏ Vinyl E ❏ Other Metals
B ❏ Both
O ❏ Other
B ❏ 5-9 C ❏ 10-19
D ❏ 20-49
A ❏ 1-4
4. Classification by title (choose the best):
F
E
❏
50-99
❏
100+
A ❏ Owner/president
E ❏ Marketing manager
6. What other publications do you receive?
B ❏ General or senior manager
F ❏ Purchasing manager
C ❏ Plant manager or engineer
G ❏ Energy expert or consultant
2 ❏ Fenestration 1 ❏ Window and Door
D ❏ Designer
H ❏ Other

Subscriptions are free to all qualified recipients. Digital edition is free worldwide. Addresses outside the U.S. requesting the print edition, please add $45 for postage fees.
By subscribing and signing this form, I also agree to allow publisher to contact me via fax, email and/or telephone in the future.

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS ENTIRE FORM AND FAX IT TO 630/482-3051
OR SUBSCRIBE ONLINE AT WWW.GLASS.COM/SUBCENTER
www.dwmmag.com
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www.emidisplays.com

TRIANGULAR DISPLAYS
• Custom-made to fit window and door sizes of your choice
• Aesthetically engineered in a modern design to accent the
windows’ and doors’ architectural features
• Perfect for showrooms, mall shows, and home and trade shows

KIARA WINDOW DISPLAY

ARIEL DOOR DISPLAY
• Displays 12 door slabs in just
under 3 1/2 feet wide
• Holds entry doors, interior doors,
and storm doors
• Doors easily roll in and out of a
self-contained metal unit
• Costs less than other displays
that only hold 3 or 4 doors

• Displays 8 full-sized
windows in just over
4 feet
• Holds aluminum,
vinyl, and wood
windows
• Windows easily roll
in and out of a selfcontained metal unit
• Now available
for 3 1/4” thick and
4 9/16” thick windows

Tel. 905-886-1066 • Fax 905-886-1266 • www.emidisplays.com
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Complete Product
Offering

The

Natural Solution for rot-free door systems

Dura Frame is: Alaskan Yellow Cypress, one of the planet’s
most durable rot resistant woods, finger-jointed to the
bottom of premium Pine frame component. DURAFRAME is end-sealed with DURA-SEAL™, and
primer coated with DURAPRIME™, G-M Wood
Products’ exclusive high-durability coatings,
yielding exceptional value and rot-free
performance. It’s environmentally responsible,
renewable, and naturally rot-resistant... no
chemicals added!

Brick Mould

Door Jambs

Mull Casing

Guaranteed for life against
rot, decay, & insect damage

Mull Posts

Superior paint & stain adhesion
s Superior construction for long-lasting
durability
s Superior economy –
It’s a great value
s

Limite

Lifetimde
Warrant
y

ROT FREE... WORRY FREE...

GUARANTEED FOR LIFE!

Rot-Free Composite Frames
Door Frames | Brick Mould | Mull Post | Mull Casing
Limited

Lifeti e
Warram
nty

www.gmcompanies.com

